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ABSTRACT 

The Use of Data Topology in Unsupervised Clustering of High-Dimensional Data 

with Self-Organizing Maps 

by 

Kadim Ta§demir 

High-dimensional data is increasingly becoming common because of its rich infor

mation content that can provide comprehensive characterization of objects (patterns) 

in real world situations. Unsupervised clustering aims to utilize this rich information 

content for detailed discovery of distinct patterns. However, conventional clustering 

methods may be inadequate for capturing intricate structure in high-dimensional and 

large data, such as hyperspectral images or genetic microarray data. These data usu

ally have many meaningful clusters, including interesting rare ones, whose discovery 

may be of great importance. Yet, faithful delineation of clusters may be impossible 

and rare clusters may be undiscovered due to limitations of clustering methods. 

A powerful method in high-dimensional data analysis is the Self-Organizing Map 

(SOM) [1]. An SOM is a neural learning algorithm that quantizes data spaces and spa

tially orders the quantization prototypes on a rigid lattice. The information learned 

by the SOM can be exploited to extract detailed cluster structure either by explana

tory visualization or by clustering the SOM prototypes. Available SOM visualization 

or clustering schemes that are successful for relatively simple data often miss the finer 

structure in high-dimensional and large data. 

Our goal is to provide advanced visualization and clustering schemes for SOMs 



i i i 

for detailed cluster extraction. The main contribution is the exploitation of the data 

topology inherent in the SOM's knowledge but largely underutilized in existing ap

proaches. We achieve this by proposing a "connectivity matrix" CONN, which is 

a weighted Delaunay triangulation. CONN and its specific rendering on the SOM 

(CONNvis) help detailed delineation of clusters which can be obscure in existing 

schemes. The capability of CONNvis in cluster extraction inspires a new index for 

the evaluation of cluster validity. The proposed index, Conn Judex, is shown to be 

effective in various applications of synthetic and real data sets. Based on our experi

ences, we expect CONN and ConnJndex to help produce an automated clustering 

of the SOM which may be as detailed as can be achieved with the interactive meth

ods including our CONNvis clustering. This will be a significant achievement for 

structure discovery given that automated schemes in previous works produce results 

inferior to results from semi-manual procedures. 
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Illustrations 

1 Organization of the SOM quantization prototypes (shown by circles) in the 

data space and in the SOM lattice. Each prototype is the centroid of its 

Voronoi polyhedron (receptive field). The prototypes that are neighbors in 

the data space, i.e., their Voronoi polyhedra share an edge, are (ideally) 

neighbors in the SOM. When there are more than 8 neighbors in the data 

space, 8 of them will be the 8 immediate SOM neighbors, whereas the 

remaining ones are expected to be the ones within the next immediate 

SOM neighborhood. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 



(a) Comparison of Delaunay triangulation (thin lines) and induced 

Delaunay triangulation (thick lines) for the 2-d clown data using the SOM 

prototypes created by [2]. The "clown" is indicated by the annotations in 

(b). The data manifold is shown by the small dots. The prototypes with 

non-empty receptive fields are denoted by circles while prototypes with 

empty receptive fields are shown by 'x'. The induced Delaunay 

triangulation exposes the discontinuities in the data manifold, for example, 

the separations between the eyes, the nose and the mouth, while the 

Delaunay triangulation does not highlight them, (b) Connectivity matrix 

(weighted induced Delaunay triangulation). The width of the line 

connecting two prototypes Wi and Wj is proportional to the connectivity 

strength, CONN(i,j), which is the number of data vectors for which one 

of Wi and Wj is the BMU and the other is the second BMU. This weighting 

makes the data distribution visible. Low density regions are exposed by 

thin (or no) lines. Examples are the lines connecting the outlier 02 to 

other prototypes, and the lines at the cluster boundaries. . . . . . . . 

An example of CONN visualization on an SOM grid for the connections 

of a prototype (node i). A line is drawn between two prototypes if they 

are adjacent in the data manifold M. according to the induced Delaunay 

triangulation. The line width is proportional to the strength of the 

connection, CONN(i,j) (eq. 2.4). It shows the global importance of the 

connection since it states the number of data samples in RFij U RFji, 

relative to the total number of all data samples. The line colors encode a 

ranking of the immediate neighbors of this prototype in M.: the line to the 

neighbor with the strongest connection to i is colored red, and blue, green, 

yellow and gray shades indicate the connections to the rest of the neighbors 

in decreasing order of rank. This ranking signifies the local importance of 

the connections as it displays the relative similarity of adjacent prototypes. 
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2.4 Top: (a) CONN visualization of the 2-d clown data (from Figure 2.2) on 

the 19 x 17 hexagonal SOM lattice given in [2]. The prototypes with 

non-empty RF are shown by small circles. Line widths are proportional to 

connectivity strengths. The meaning of line widths and line colors is as 

explained in Figure 2.3. Some prototypes that are neighbors on the SOM 

grid are not connected, which indicates discontinuities in M. or backward 

topology violations. Some clusters (mouth and body, left eye and nose, 

right eye and nose) are clearly separated. Others (Ol and 02, 01 and 

body, nose and nm, nm and mouth) are weakly connected (thin lines). 

The line connecting 02 and the prototype at the top right corner, and the 

one connecting 01 and the body are examples of global but weak topology 

violations, (b) Visualization of CONN in the data space using the same 

scheme of line widths and colors as in (a). This verifies the separations 

seen in the SOM. Bottom: (c) The connections of the subcluster nm to the 

nose (el, c2) and to the mouth (c5) are weak: c l= l , c2=l and c5=2. In 

contrast, the connections within nm (c3, c4) are strong: c3=3, c4=8. c2 

and c5 exemplify weak local topology violations which suggest that nm is 

a subcluster. (d) The cluster nm in data space, and its relations to the 

nose and the mouth clusters. . . 22 

2.5 U-matrix visualization of the SOM for the "clown" data. The SOM of 

clown data is a 19x17 hexagonal lattice. The distances between each SOM 

neighbor prototype is indicated by the gray scale intensities of the 

hexagons between them. A darker gray indicates less similarity between 

the prototypes. With this visualization, we are able to see well-separated 

clusters such as right eye, left eye and body. However, the separation 

between mouth and body is obscure as well as the separations between the 

subclusters in the left-eye, which are clear in the CONN visualization 

given in Figure 2.4.(a). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 



The statistics of connectivity strengths for three data sets: Top: The 

number of connections with the same ranking, across all SOM prototypes 

(a) for a 6-d synthetic, low-noise data set (128 x 128 pixel image in 

Figure 2.7 mapped to a 20 x 20 SOM). Half of these prototypes have at 

least 8 connections, and some have as many as 16; (b) for an 8-d real, 

noisy remote sensing spectral image discussed in Section 2.4 (512 x 512 

pixel image mapped to a 40 x 40 SOM). 90% of the prototypes have at 

least 8 connections, and some have as many as 29; (c) for an 194-d remote 

sensing spectral image discussed in Section 2.4 (614 x 420 pixel image 

mapped a 40 x 40 SOM). For this data, a prototype can have as many as 

51 neighbors in the data space. Bottom: Average connectivity strengths 

for the (d) 6-d data set, (e) 8-d data set, (f) 194-d data set. /iA is the 

mean of all connections, /XJV4 is the mean of connections with 

lengthy norm = 1 (connections between the prototypes that are in 

4-neighborhood in a rectangular lattice), fiN8 is the mean of connections 

with lengthmax norm = 1 (connections between the prototypes that are in 

8-neighborhood). The average strength drops sharply after rank 4 and 

becomes negligibly small after rank 8, even though the number of 

connections is much higher, shown in (a), (b) and (c). . . . . . . . . . . 

6-d (6-band) synthetic spectral image data set consisting of 20 classes, 4 of 

which are rare (R, Q, T and S). Upper left: spatial distribution of classes in 

the 128 x 128 pixel image. Right: mean of the pixel vectors for each class, 

vertically offset for clarity. Lower left: known class labels overlain on the 

SOM. The known labels are used only for verification of clustering quality. 



(a) CONN visualization on the SOM lattice for the 6-d, 20-class data. 

The prototypes are at the junctions of the connections (open circles). Thin 

connections mean weak similarity. CONN visualization reveals coarse 

clusters through the nearly empty corridors formed by unconnected or 

weakly connected prototypes. Topology violations remain mostly within 

these coarse clusters, (b) Weak global violating connections (length > 2) 

have been removed. The prototypes at the boundaries of coarse clusters 

are shown by black dots. The coarse clusters are annotated with the 

known class labels, (c) The weak connections that link two coarse clusters 

have been removed based on Step 1-5 given in Section 2.4. All known 

classes are correctly reproduced by this segmentation, including the rare 

ones (R, T, S and Q). Decision on the remaining weak connections at the 

cluster boundaries depends on further choice of keeping or excluding those 

prototypes with very small receptive fields. One choice is to join those 

prototypes with the cluster to which they have the strongest connection, 

(d) Another choice is to remove those prototypes 

Modified U-matrix (mU-matrix) over the 20 x 20 SOM of the 20-class, 6-d 

data in Figure 2.7. The intensity level of the red color in each grid cell is 

proportional to the size of the receptive field of the corresponding 

prototype. The gray scale intensity of the "fences" between each pair of 

grid cells, in all 8 directions (including the diagonals, two pixels 

representation) is proportional to the Euclidean distance of the respective 

pair of prototypes, in data space. White fence is large dissimilarity, dark 

means strong similarity. Most of the grid cells between the double fences 

are empty, or have very few data points mapped to them. The white 

fences perfectly delineate the 20 known classes. For this simple data set, 

the mU-matrix and CONN visualization provide equally good clues for 

the determination of the cluster boundaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



2.10 Comparison of cluster maps of the 8-band 512 x 512 pixel remote sensing 

spectral image of Ocean City. There are unclustered pixels in both cluster 

maps indicated by the background color "bg". Each color represents a 

different cluster, (a) Earlier cluster map extracted by using a mU-matrix 

(see [3] for details). Red and white ovals point out the locations of rare 

clusters (b). Clusters extracted from CONN visualization. The agreement 

between the two cluster maps is very good. In (a), there are more pixels 

unclustered than in (b), which results in more appearances of the 

background color "bg" in (a), and more coverage by some colors such as 

turquoise and green in (b). We easily capture the formerly identified rare 

clusters (shown in the ovals). We also discovered one small cluster, c (dark 

orange), which covers two unclustered regions outlined by red ellipses. The 

signature of c is similar to X (reflective paint on the road) and may stand 

for a painted roof or a different kind of roof material (shown in 

Figure 2.12). Some clusters in (a) are split into subclusters in (b). An 

example is the cluster A (red) which is split into A (red) and j (pink). A 

region that is clustered as j is the large building outlined by a black 

rectangle at the top right of the image. Subcluster j also covers some 

regions that are not clustered in (a), for example, the region outlined by 

the white rectangle in (a) and (b). It is pavement on the road and it 

probably has a different or newer paving as indicated in Figure 2.13 by a 

gray darker than other parts of the road. The signatures of the subclusters 

A and j have slight but consistent differences. See Figure 2.11 for the 

locations of clusters in the SOM. 



2.11 Cluster extraction for the Ocean City data based on CONN visualization, 

(a) CONN visualization for the 40 x 40 rectangular SOM lattice. The 

prototypes, shown by circles, are at the junctions of the connections. The 

weak global violations were excluded. As an example for cluster 

extraction, clusters G, j and A are outlined by black lines. The ovals point 

out small clusters (C, V, a and g) extracted in previous work [3]. The 

separation of those clusters is clearly indicated by the lack of connections 

to other clusters. The global representation remains as comprehensible as 

in the mU-matrix in (c). Separation between clusters P and Q are shown 

by the dashed vertical line where the connectivity strengths between P and 

Q are weak, (b) An enlarged view of the bottom left quarter of the 

CONN visualization in Figure 2.11.(a), which provides a clearer 

representation, (c) mU-matrix. The prototypes are at the center of the 

grid cells. The density distribution is also shown by the red intensity of 

the cells. Boundaries of some clusters, small clusters (C, V, g and a shown 

in ovals) in particular, are obscure in this particular static view because of 

the high fence values between the prototypes within the same clusters, (d) 

The extracted clusters from CONN visualization annotated with the 

respective labels . . . 

2.12 (a) Mean signatures (feature vectors) of the extracted clusters in 

Figure 2.11.(d), offset for clarity, with standard deviations shown by the 

vertical bars. Many clusters have distinct clusters whereas some (such as 

S, M and N) have slightly different signatures. Small clusters (C, V, a, g, 

and the new small cluster c) have unique signatures, (b) Comparison of 

the signatures of P, Q to Pd and Qd- P and Q are extracted from CONN 

visualization in Figure 2.11. (a) while Pd and Qd are extracted based on the 

density distribution seen in Figure 2.11. (b). The signatures of P and Q are 

more distinct than those of Pd and Qd . . . 
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2.13 Aerial photograph of Ocean City, from [4]. Red ovals and rectangles point 

out the locations of rare clusters (V, a and c) and cluster j . Small cluster, 

c (dark orange), has a signature similar to the reflective paint on the road 

(X), shown in Figure 2.12. This indicates that those two buildings 

assigned to cluster c may have their roof painted with same material of the 

paint on the road. Cluster j covers the roof of a large building outlined by 

a rectangle at the top right of the image. Cluster j also covers a region 

outlined by the red circle. The outlined region is at the end of the road 

and has a darker gray than the road. It probably has a different or newer 

paving than the road 43 

2.14 The Lunar Crater Volcanic Field (LCVF) presented by a color composite 

image (from [5]). The 23 labels indicate regions of the different surface 

cover types which are of interest from a geologic point of view. See 

Section 2.4.3 for details about the data set. 45 

2.15 Cluster maps of the 194-d Lunar Crater Volcanic Field, extracted after 

300K learning steps. Each color represents a different cluster whereas 'bg' 

stands for background (unclustered) pixels. Top: Cluster map in [5] 

obtained from mU-matrix. Bottom: Cluster map extracted from CONN 

visualization. There is a strong correspondence between these two maps. 

Two clusters, K (light blue in black rectangle) and T (dark pink in red 

circle), cannot be extracted from CONN visualization due to strong 

similarities of their prototypes to prototypes in other clusters as shown in 

Figure 2.16. Cluster R in mU-matrix cluster map is extracted as two 

distinct subclusters R and 1 (outlined by red rectangles) from the CONN 

visualization. A detailed analysis of these cluster maps is given in 

Section 2.4.3 . 47 
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2.16 (a) The cluster labels, extracted from mU-matrix of the SOM after 

300,000 learning steps, overlain on the CONN. The high fences between 

the prototypes at the top right and bottom right of the SOM occur since 

those neural units are not adapted yet. The prototypes of cluster K (the 

light blue ones within the light blue rectangle) and the prototypes of T 

(the dark pink ones in the pink rectangle) are highlighted. We enlarge the 

section of the SOM within the red rectangle in (c) and (d) to represent the 

prototypes similarities of K and T. (b) The clusters extracted from 

CON'N visualization of the same SOM. (c) The mU-matrix of the selected 

region. The prototypes of K and T are relatively dissimilar to the ones 

neighbors at the horizontal and vertical direction (whiter fences). Note the 

diagonal similarities of their prototypes to the prototypes in another 

cluster, which is identified by two dark gray pixels. However, this 

two-pixel representation can easily be missed in this 40 x 40 SOM. (c) 

CONN visualization indicates the diagonal similarities by relatively 

strong connections among those prototypes (shown within the rectangles). 49 

2.17 (a) CONN visualization of the 40 x 40 SOM after 8,000,000 learning 

steps. Prototypes of K and T are outlined by light rectangle and dark pink 

rectangle, respectively, (b) Cluster labels overlain the CONN 

visualization. See Figure 2.15 for how these clusters map back to the 

spatial image. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 



2.18 Cluster map extracted from CONN visualization of the SOM after 8 

million learning steps. There is a strong similarity between this map and 

the ones in Fig. 2.15. All known clusters can be extracted, including K 

(light blue outlined by black rectangle) and T (dark pink in red circle). 

Cluster R and 1, which are also extracted in Fig. 2.15, bottom, are 

extracted (light green and dark blue areas outlined by red rectangles). 

Cluster Q is extracted as two spatially coherent clusters (Q and m within 

red ellipse) with slightly different signatures. There is a new unique cluster 

(k, outlined by the black ellipse) which covers unclustered areas in 

Figure 2.15, top. Clusters R and 1; e and f; Q and m; K and k are 

highlighted in Fig. 2.19 and compared to the clusters extracted from 

mU-matrix (Fig. 2.15), 

2.19 Selected clusters (R, 1, e, f, Q, m; K; and k) from the cluster maps: (a) 

from CONN visualization (Figure 2.18) (b) from mU-matrix (Figure 2.15). 

The subclusters (R and 1, e and f, and Q and m) are spatially coherent. 

The subclusters R and 1; Q and m have slightly different signatures 

whereas e and f have very similar signatures (Figure 2.21). Cluster k is a 

cluster extracted only from CONN visualization, k has a unique signature 

and covers unclustered areas in the mU-matrix cluster map. . . . . . . . . 

2.20 Mean signatures of the clusters, in Figure 2.18, extracted from the CONN 

visualization of the 40 x 40 after 8,000,000 learning steps. Similar clusters 

are placed next to each other. Vertical bars on the mean signatures 

indicate standard deviation in each band. Clusters f, 1 and m are 

additional clusters which were part of clusters e, R and Q in mU-matrix 

map respectively. The detailed comparison of their signatures is given in 

Figure 2.21. k is a new cluster with significantly different signature. . . . . 
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2.21 (a) Comparison of mean signatures of the subclusters (R and 1; e and f; Q 

and m) extracted from CONN visualization to their parent clusters (R, e 

and Q) extracted from mU-matrix. Blue and black signatures represent 

the subclusters of the parent cluster whose signature is red. The shown 

difference in the signatures of subclusters and their parent clusters 

together with their spatial coherency (Figure 2.19) may validate the 

subcluster structures, (b) Mean signatures and envelopes (minimum and 

maximum value at each band) of selected clusters (A, Q, S and T) from 

cluster map obtained from CONN visualization in Figure 2.18, (c) A, Q, 

S and T from mU-matrix cluster map (Figure 2.15, top). Note the wider 

envelopes in (c), which may be indicators of incorrect labeling of some 

data vectors. The clusters Q, S and T have similar signatures with slight 

differences, and hence a tighter envelope and a smaller variance may be 

important to identify precise delineation of those clusters 56 

2.22 (a) Comparison of mean signatures of the wet play clusters Q, S, T and m. 

The clusters Q and m; S and T have similar signatures with slight 

differences. The difference between Q and m is at least as much as (or 

greater than) the difference between S and T, which may validate m as a 

different wet playa cluster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..'.. . . . . . 57 

3.1 Several metrics for within-cluster {dWjcen.u dw_max, dw_nn_max) and 

between-cluster (db_cent, dbjaymp, db_siink) distances. dWjCent is the average 

distance to the cluster centroid, dw_max is the maximum distance between 

the points within the cluster, dw_nn_max is the maximum of the nearest 

neighbor distances, d&-ceni is the distance between the cluster centroids, 

db-comp (dbsiink) is the maximum (minimum) distance between any two 

points across the clusters. Table 3.1 gives their mathematical expressions. 

decent and dWjCent are the most commonly used metrics.'.. . . . . . . . . . 62 



(a) An example of how Conn-Index is calculated. There are three clusters, 

A, B and C, and 11 prototypes indicated by pi,P2, • • • ,P\\- The numbers 

on the edges connecting two prototypes are the connectivity strengths 

between those prototypes. We also indicate RFPiPj for the prototypes at 

the boundaries, RFP5P6 = 1, RFP6P5 = 2; RFP6pg = /?FP9P6 = RFP10PS = 1 

and RFPSPl0 = 0. (b) The connections that are used in calculation of 

Intra-Conn(A) = 18/19 are highlighted. Red connections are the 

connections within A, while the black connection is the one to cluster B. 

(c) The connections considered in Inter-Conn(A, B) = 3/10 are drawn in 

red (within cluster connections of prototypes at the cluster boundary) and 

in black (connection across A and B). (d) Cluster A has two more 

prototypes, pAi and pA2- These additions increase IntraJConn{A) which 

is to say A has more within-cluster connections than A in (a). Inter-Conn 

is not affected by addition of PA\ a n d p ^ -

A simple 2-d data set (Lsun [6]) and its clustering. A 10x10 SOM was 

used to obtain the prototypes. Small dots are data points, symbols 

indicate prototypes, with labels assigned by a clustering algorithm. Top 

row: (a) Lsun (3 clusters) and its prototypes with true labels in data 

space. Small open circles represent prototypes with empty receptive fields 

(interpolating prototypes). Clusters have varying statistics but they are 

well separated, (b) CONN visualization for this data set in data space. 

The separations between clusters are indicated by unconnected prototypes. 

Middle row: Single linkage clustering. (Exact number of clusters to be 

generated is predefined) (c) k=4 (for which the Conn-Index is maximum, 

Table 3.2), (d) with the true number (3) of clusters, (e) Conn-Index and 

its components for single linkage clustering. Bottom row: k-means 

clustering (f) k=2 (at maximum Conn-Index), (g) with the true number 

of clusters, (h) ConnJndex and its components for k-means clustering 
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3.4 Clustering of the clown data set. The data points are shown with yellow 

dots and the prototypes are labeled by symbols. Top: (a) True labels. 

There are 9 clusters (2 of them, + and *, are singletons). The remaining 

seven clusters are: body (hexagons), nose (•) , mouth (v), right eye (<) 

and three left eye clusters (o, >, *). (b) Clustering by a hierarchical 

algorithm by Vesanto and Alhoniemi [2]. The 2 singletons are merged to 

the closest cluster. There are 7 clusters with a few incorrect labels, (c) A 

clustering similar to (b) except the two subclusters (> and x) in the 

middle of left-eye are merged (>), in order to analyze how the indices 

behave to this change. Bottom: k-means clustering with (d) k=2, (e) k=4, 

(f) k=5. The index values of these clusterings are shown in Table 3.3. . . . 72 

3.5 Validity indices for k-means clustering of clown, (a) Comparison of DBI, 

GDI, CDbw and Conn Judex for k-means clustering of clown. CDbw is 

normalized by its maximum value 9.18. The indices for the true labels are 

CDbw = 0.39, DBI = 0.58, GDI = 0.15, and Conn Judex = 0.88. All 

indices except Conn Judex favor a k-means clustering over the natural 

partitions, (a) Conn Judex and its components IntraJConn and 

Inter JJonn. IntraJConn monotonically decreases with increasing k 

(except for k=13, 15) since the greater k does not produce a better 

partitioning but reduces the size of the extracted clusters. Inter-Conn is 

maximum for k=5 where some strongly connected prototypes are 

incorrectly labeled 74 



6 Clusterings of the SOM prototypes of Ocean City overlain on the 40x40 

SOM. Each grid cell is an SOM prototype, color coded with a cluster 

label. The intensities of the white fences around the cell are proportional 

to the distance between neighbor prototypes. Black cells are unclustered 

prototypes, (a) Clustering obtained from a modified U-matrix 

visualization [7], (b) Clustering from CONN visualization 

(Section 2.4.2) [8] (c) k-means clustering, k=2, d) k-means clustering, k=4. 

7 Clusterings of the SOM prototypes of LCVF overlain on the 40x40 SOM. 

Each grid cell is an SOM prototype, color coded with a cluster label, (a) 

Clustering obtained from a modified U-matrix visualization of the SOM 

after 300,000 learning steps [9], (b) Clustering from CONN visualization 

of the SOM after 300,000 learning steps, (c) Clustering from CONN 

visualization of the SOM after 8,000,000 learning steps (Section 2.4.3). . . 

1 An illustration of merging two clusters based on their connectivity. 

Assume we have 3 clusters A, B and C after first level grouping of 11 

prototypes, labeled by p\, p2, • • •, pn- Merging of A and B will be decided 

by the connection between ps and pe and the receptive fields of ps and pe 

since this connection is the only connection across A and B. They will be 

merged if Conn{A, B) = CONN(ps,pe) > (RFP5/nP5 + RFPs/nP6) where 

nPb (= 3) and nP6 (= 4) are numbers of important neighbors (connections) 

of respective prototypes. The connectivity across B and C is 

Conn(B,C) = CONN(p6,p9) + CONN(p8,p10). B and C are merged if 

Conn(B, C) > (RFP6/nP6 + RFP9/npg + RFPa/nPs + RFPl0/nPl0). A and C 

will not be considered for merging since they are not neighbors, i.e., there 

is no connection across prototypes of A and C. . . . . . . . . .'• 



Automated clustering of the 20-class data, (a) CONN visualization of the 

20-class data, (b) First level grouping of clusters, i.e. keeping any first 

ranking connection if its strength is greater than t\ = 6 and any lower 

ranking connection if its strength is greater than £3 = 25. (£1 and £3 are 

calculated from data statistics, Figure 2.6.a). Most of the clusters are 

already outlined, (c) The resulting clusters. All 20 clusters including rare 

ones are captured. Note that cluster E (light yellow in the middle left of 

the SOM) is extracted as two clusters (light yellow and purple) due to two 

groups that are connected relatively strongly within themselves but weakly 

across each other (shown in Figure 4.2.a). The weakly connected 

prototypes at the cluster boundaries (which were also clearly outlined in 

the mU-mat in Figure 2.9) are found as separate clusters (outliers in this 

case) since they are distinct from any other cluster. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Extracted clusters of Ocean City shown on the SOM. Clusters are color 

coded according to the color wedge in Figure 4.4. (a) First level grouping 

of clusters, i.e., keeping any first ranking connection if its strength is over 

//4 and any lower ranking connection if its strength is over H2- (b) The 

SOMcluster clusters when m is the number of neighbors in the data space, 

(c) The SOMcluster clusters when in is calculated according to eq. 4.2. (d) 

Merging of clusters in (c) using their spatial relations in the data space. 

See Figure 4.4 for the extracted clusters in the image. . . . . . . . . . . . 



Comparison of semi-manual and automated clusterings of the OC data. 

(a) Clusters extracted semi-manually from CONN visualization. Ovals 

and rectangles indicate some details explained in Section 2.4.2. (See 

Section 2.4.2 for details), (b) Clusters extracted with SOMcluster when ni 

is number of neighbors in the data space, (c) The extracted SOMcluster 

clusters when ni is number of neighbors in the data space bounded with 

[4,8] as in eq. 4.2. (d) Merging of clusters in (c) using their spatial 

relations in the data space. For detailed comparison of these cluster maps, 

see Section 4.3.2 . . . - . . . ' 

Comparison of selected clusters from Figure 4.4 (a) Clusters extracted 

semi-manually from CONN visualization, (b) Clusters from SOMcluster 

when rii is calculated according to eq. 4.2. Subcluster Y of A, outlined by 

ellipses, appears at the roof of tall buildings whereas A appears at the roof 

of houses. Example regions for the subclusters B and k of B are outlined 

by rectangles. Subclusters A, Y, B and k are spatially coherent. Cluster B 

is mostly the group of pink buildings (apartments) within the white 

rectangle whereas k covers the houses in the yellow rectangles, (c) 

Comparison of cluster signatures of A (CONNvis) with SOMcluster 

subclusters A and Y. (d) Comparison of cluster signatures of B 

(CONNvis) with its SOMcluster subclusters B and k. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Extracted clusters of 194-d LCVF data shown on the SOM. (a) First level 

grouping of clusters, i.e. keeping the first ranking connections whose 

strengths are over ti and any other ranking connections whose strengths 

are over £3. (b) The SOMcluster clusters with n, is number of neighbors in 

the data space bounded with [4,8] (eq. 4.2). (c) Merging of clusters in (b) 

using their spatial relations, (d) Clusters extracted from CONNvis 

(Section 2.4.3). See Figure 4.7 for the extracted clusters in the image. . . 
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Comparison of semi-manual and automated clusterings of the OC data. 

Top: Clusters extracted semi-manually from CONN visualization. (See 

Section 2.4.3 for details). Bottom: Clusters extracted with SOMcluster 

when rii is calculated by'e'q. 4.2. For detailed comparison of these cluster 

maps, see Section 4.3.3. . . . 103 

Comparison of the signatures for some selected clusters from Figure 4.7 (a) 

Comparison of mean signatures of Y, L (CONNvis) with L's subcluster c 

(extracted by SOMcluster). (b) Comparison of mean signatures and 

envelopes of N, O, and V (CONNvis). 104 
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Chapter 1 

The need for advanced unsupervised clustering 
techniques 

1.1 Unsupervised clustering and existing challenges 

Unsupervised clustering aims to extract the natural partitions in a data set without 

a priori class information. It is grouping the data samples into subsets so that the 

data samples within a subset are more similar to each other than to the data samples 

in other subsets. In this work, we will focus on unsupervised clustering of high-

dimensional data where the data set has large number of samples and is of high 

complexity. The aim is to extract potentially useful information which is inherent in 

the data set for detailed knowledge discovery. This knowledge extraction is expected 

to significantly aid problems in science, engineering, industry and other areas. 

1.1.1 What are open problems in unsupervised clustering? 

The main challenge in unsupervised clustering is to determine the number of clusters 

and their boundaries because there is no auxiliary information about the data man

ifold. Due to the unknown structure of the data, it is often hard to partition in a 

way that captures the true clusters, especially in case of large number of clusters with 

varying statistics. In such case, conventional algorithms tend to miss finer distinct 

patterns. This is especially problematic where finer details mean important discovery. 

These problems increase with the data dimensionality and the data complexity. 
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There are many existing clustering methods which can be categorized into four 

types: partitioning, hierarchical, density-based, and grid-based clustering [10]. Each 

clustering method, regardless of its type, has parameters and criteria that modify 

its clustering behavior. Based on those parameters and criteria, each method can 

produce different groupings of data samples. In order to decide which of those several 

partitionings is the best fit to the natural partitions, the common approach is to 

use validity indices based on some measure that determines how well the clusters are 

separated. A meaningful validity index is of great importance in order to identify data 

structures, especially for data sets with clusters of different shapes, sizes or densities. 

Yet, existing indices are incapable of providing a meaningful measure for those data 

sets. 

1.1.2 Why are conventional methods insufficient for high-dimensional 

data? 

Most conventional methods were constructed for relatively low-dimensional data sets. 

As dimensionality increases, parametric models may suffer from the curse of dimen

sionality, whereas nonparametric models based on a similarity matrix may lack precise 

representation. The following are examples of why some commonly used clustering 

approaches, such as (hard or fuzzy) k-means, mixture models, hierarchical methods, 

and visualization schemes may be ineffective for detailed cluster analysis: 

• Hard k-means or fuzzy c-means is well suited for data sets that have (hyper-

) spherical clusters since they try to minimize centroid based within-cluster 

distances. Therefore they perform poorly for clusters with different shapes, 

which is often the case for high-dimensional data sets. Initialization of centroids, 

convergence to local minima and the need for pre-selection of the number of 
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clusters are other major drawbacks of these methods. 

• Mixture models necessitate estimation of the parameters describing each com

ponent density function, to find the clusters. The density functions are often 

chosen as Gaussian distributions which make the model unable to find the nat

ural cluster structure where the partitions are non-Gaussian as is often the case 

in high-dimensional data sets. Estimation of the parameters requires excessively 

large number of data vectors, which is often more than the number of existing 

data vectors, because of the dimensionality. 

• Hierarchical clustering algorithms can discover arbitrary cluster shapes with 

appropriate metrics. They also build a dendrogram that provides a complete 

description of ranked (dis) similarities and thus gives more relationship informa

tion than k-means. However, different similarity metrics can result in different 

dendrograms, which emphasizes the importance of the selected metric for cor

rect clustering. In addition, hierarchical clustering tends to connect clusters in 

a local manner and therefore, the effect of incorrect merging in the early stages 

of the algorithm can be significantly amplified in the final result. 

• Visualization schemes such as principal surfaces and multi-dimensional scaling 

(an example is Sammon's mapping) can work well for relatively low-dimensional 

data or small data sets since they preserve the local distances. However, 

they may fail to discover cluster structure when the data is complicated and 

high-dimensional. They are also computationally expensive for large and high-

dimensional data sets. 
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1.2 Unsupervised clustering with Self-Organizing Maps 

1.2.1 The power of SOMs in unsupervised clustering of high-dimensional 

data 

SOMs are unsupervised artificial neural networks which have a self-organizing learn

ing algorithm based on the observed properties of natural neural maps on the cerebral 

cortex [1]. Similar to those natural maps, SOMs produce topology preserving map

pings of data spaces. SOMs find an optimal distribution of the prototype vectors 

in the data space (which is an adaptive vector quantization process) such that they 

best approximate the (unknown) density distribution of the data. They also simulta

neously distribute the quantization prototypes on a rigid lattice by preserving their 

neighborhood relations in the data space. A learned (trained) SOM contains rich 

knowledge about the data manifold, which provides detailed cluster information that 

can be extracted from SOMs either by explanatory visualization or by clustering 

schemes. 

Because of its advantageous properties, SOMs have been used successfully in many 

applications of high-dimensional and complicated data where traditional methods 

may be insufficient. Some applications where SOMs are used are text mining, hyper-

spectral image analysis, web mining, financial data analysis, the analysis of microarray 

data. Successful applications in various science, engineering, and other problems have 

been published in more than 5000 papers (http://www.cis.hut.fi/research/som-bibl). 

In this work, we focus on analysis of hyperspectral imagery. Such imagery is becom

ing very common due to its representation of detailed material characteristics. Some 

applications are surveying urban environments, agricultural analysis, natural resource 

discovery and planetary exploration. 

http://www.cis.hut.fi/research/som-bibl
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1.2.2 Why are current techniques for the extraction of clusters from 

SOMs insufficient? 

SOMs necessitate further processing of their information content for visualization and 

segmentation because the spatially ordered placement of the SOM quantization pro

totypes on a rigid grid may not reveal (dis)similarities of all prototypes. Available 

visualization or clustering schemes underutilize the SOM's knowledge, i.e., they use 

partial information from the following available ones: distances between prototypes 

(in the data space and in the SOM), SOM neighborhood, data space neighborhood, 

data distribution, data topology. This partial use can produce insufficient represen

tation of the SOM's knowledge which may result in missing the intricate details such 

as small clusters or precise delineation of cluster boundaries. Further discussion is 

given in the Section 2.2. 

1.3 Contributions of this work to detailed knowledge 

discovery 

The overall goal of this work is to provide solutions for detailed exploitation of SOM's 

knowledge in order to achieve precise clustering. Accordingly, this work is broken 

down into the following three objectives: 

1. Development of an advanced visualization scheme for the SOM that aids effec

tive extraction of clusters of different shapes and sizes, including rare ones; 

2. Development of a cluster validity index that, in contrast to existing indices, 

meaningfully compares how the extracted clusters fit the natural partitions of 

the data set; 
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3. Development of an automated unsupervised clustering of the SOM quantization 

prototypes, which can find clusters with various statistics. 

Section 1.3.1- 1.3.4 briefly summarize the PhD work and achievements, which will 

be discussed in detail in Chapters 2-4. 

1.3.1 Exploiting an underutilized component of the SOM's knowledge, 

data topology, through the "connectivity matrix" CONN 

To achieve these objectives, we make use of a greatly underutilized component of the 

SOM's knowledge: data topology. We represent the data topology through a new 

concept, the "connectivity matrix". The connectivity matrix is the equivalent of a 

weighted version of the (binary) Delaunay triangulation [11]. The Delaunay triangu-

lation is the dual of the Voronoi tessellation, obtained by connecting the centroids of 

adjacent Voronoi cells. The weights assigned to Delaunay triangulation, which are in

troduced in this work, express the data distribution within the adjacent Voronoi cells 

with respect to the adjacent prototypes. The connectivity matrix hence describes the 

data topology on the prototype level. This in turn facilitates the achievements of 

objectives 1, 2, and 3 above. 

1.3.2 CONN visualization (CONNvis) for precise cluster extraction 

We have shown in Chapter 2 that the connectivity matrix and its specific rendering 

draped over the SOM grid provide more sophisticated clues to cluster structure than 

existing visualization schemes [8]. We have also shown how the clustering is done semi-

manually based on this visualization and demonstrated its capabilities on synthetic 

data sets and on remote sensing spectral image data sets [11, 12]. 
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1.3.3 A new validity index (Conn-Index) for evaluation of prototype-based 

clusterings 

Based on insights gained from the CONN visualization, in Chapter 3 we introduce 

a new index, Conn-Index, derived from the connectivity matrix, to evaluate cluster 

validity for data sets with clusters of different shapes or sizes, or with overlapping 

clusters. Conn-Index in our experiments measured the cluster validity in a more 

meaningful way than other indices in this study [13]. Conn-Index therefore can also 

provide an effective criterion for automation of cluster extraction from SOMs. 

1.3.4 Automated clustering of the SOM prototypes based on CONN 

The success of semi-manual clustering procedure from CONN visualization and the 

effectiveness of ConnJndex in meaningful evaluation of cluster validity for the data 

sets with clusters of varying statistics indicate that CONN may help achieve an 

automated clustering scheme for the SOM prototypes, which can extract natural 

structures in detail. We propose a CONN based automated clustering scheme which 

extends previous work that used a hierarchical agglomerative clustering with a simi

larity criterion (single linkage, Table 3.1) based on the (Euclidean) distances between 

prototypes and the connectivities among the prototypes [14]. Even though the ap

proach in [14] extracts small clusters, it sometimes merges clusters inappropriately 

because the cluster validity criterion is based only on the prototypes which form 

the single linkage among clusters. With the experiences gained from semi-manual 

cluster extraction and a new definition of cluster separation based on connectivities, 

we introduce an automated scheme whose parameters are derived from internal data 

characteristics. This new algorithm produces a detailed cluster structure which then 

can be processed further according to the interest of the application. 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 

In Chapter 2, we first describe the basic Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM). Then 

we discuss available visualization schemes for the representation of the SOM's knowl

edge. We group existing schemes into four categories: distance-based, density-based^ 

modified-SOMs and topology-based visualizations. We discuss each category and in

dicate their shortcomings in cluster analysis for complicated data. Then, we introduce 

the "connectivity matrix" (CONN) which exploits data topology and describe our 

specific rendering of CONN on the SOM for detailed cluster analysis. We explain 

our procedure for semi-manual cluster extraction from CONN visualization (CON-

Nvis) through a synthetic 20-class, 6-d data. Finally, we show how relevant details 

are extracted through CONN visualization from two real data sets, an 8-d remote 

sensing spectral image of an urban area and a 194-d remote sensing hyperspectral 

image of a volcanic field. 

In Chapter 3, we address the challenge of meaningful evaluation of clustering 

quality. First, we discuss why current cluster validity indices may not produce ef

fective evaluations for data sets with varying cluster statistics. We then propose a 

new validity index, Conn-Index, based on data topology representation of CONN. 

We compare the performance of Conn-Index to the commonly used indices through 

clusterings of synthetic data sets, three simple real data sets from UCI Machine Learn

ing Repository (Breast-Cancer Wisconsin, Iris, and Wine) and the above-mentioned 

remote sensing images. 

In Chapter 4, we introduce an automated clustering approach based on success 

of CONNvis and ConnJndex. We discuss how we incorporate our experiences from 

CONNvis and Conn-Index and how we calculate the clustering parameters from data 

characteristics. We show the effectiveness of the new automated scheme through our 
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synthetic 20-class data. We also demonstrate through clustering the two real remote 

sensing spectral images (OC and LCVF) that this method extracts natural structures, 

including the ones represented with few data samples, and a few additional subcluster 

structures for relatively big clusters. 

Chapter 5 summarizes our work and discusses future directions. 
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Chapter 2 

An advanced SOM visualization 
based on data topology 

2.1 Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) 

2.1.1 The Kohonen SOM algorithm 

The Self-Organizing Map (SGM) is an unsupervised neural learning algorithm that 

maps a data manifold M. C Rd to a (lower-dimensional) fixed lattice Q of N neural 

units. Each neural unit i has a weight vector Wi assigned to it, which is adapted 

through a learning process as originally defined by Kohonen [1]. The process is based 

on finding the best matching unit (BMU) Wi for a given data vector v € .M.,. such 

that 

and updating w^ and its neighbors according to 

wj{t + 1) = Wj(t) + a(t)hitj(t)(v - Wjit)) (2.2) 

where t is time, a(t) is a learning parameter and hij(t) is the neighborhood function, 

often defined by a Gaussian kernel around the best matching unit w^. After SOM 

learning, the weight vectors become the vector quantization prototypes of the input 

space M.. From now on, we will use the term "prototype" for SOM weight vectors. 

Ideally, the SOM is a topology preserving mapping, i.e., the prototypes which are 
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neighbors in Q are also neighbors (centroids of neighboring Voronoi polyhedra) in M 

and vice versa. 

Figure 2.1 shows an example organization of the SOM quantization prototypes in 

the data space and in a 2-d rectangular SOM lattice. Each prototype is at the centroid 

of its Voronoi polyhedron (receptive field) in the data space, where it is the best-

matching unit (BMU) for the data vectors. The prototype wt and its six neighbors 

in the data space, i.e., the prototypes whose Voronoi polyhedra share an edge with 

the Voronoi polyhedron of Wi, are also neighbors in the SOM. A rectangular SOM 

can place up to 8 neighbors within the first immediate neighborhood of a prototype. 

For the cases where there are more than 8 neighbors in the data space (which is often 

the case for high-dimensional complicated data sets), the first 8 neighbors in the data 

space are (ideally) the 8 immediate SOM neighbors, whereas the remaining ones are 

expected to be the ones within the next immediate SOM neighborhood as shown in 

Figure 2,1. In addition to the rectangular lattice shown in this example, hexagonal 

lattice can be also used for SOM grid structure. 

2.2 Background on the visualization of Self-Organizing Maps 

The SOM facilitates the visualization of the structure of a higher-dimensional data 

space in lower (usually one or two) dimensions by preserving the neighborhood rela

tions on a rigid lattice. However, post-processing is required for informative repre

sentation of the raw knowledge of the SOM. Various visualization schemes have been 

proposed to represent distance based (dis)similarities of prototypes or the size of the 

receptive fields of neural units in various ways such as by screen intensity levels, or 

by the sizes or shapes of the SOM grid cells. Another approach for visual inspection 

is modification of the SOM algorithm in a way that breaks down the rigid lattice 
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Figure 2.1 : Organization of the SOM quantization prototypes (shown by circles) in the 
data space and in the SOM lattice. Each prototype is the centroid of its Voronoi polyhedron 
(receptive field). The prototypes that are neighbors in the data space, i.e., their Voronoi 
polyhedra share an edge, are (ideally) neighbors in the SOM. When there are more than 8 
neighbors in the data space, 8 of them will be the 8 immediate SOM neighbors, whereas the 
remaining ones are expected to be the ones within the next immediate SOM neighborhood. 

and updates grid positions of prototypes based on their similarities. We elaborate on 

different visualization schemes and point out their limitations below. 

2.2.1 Distance based visualizations and their drawbacks 

The most popular approach for the representation of the SOM's knowledge is visu

alization of the (Euclidean) distances, in the data space, between those prototypes 

which are immediate neighbors in the SOM lattice. One method to signify these 

distances is by using intensities of gray shades on grid cells proportional to average 

(dis)similarity to the neighbors. This most common method is called the U-matrix 

after its inventor Ultsch [15] and had various modifications since then (e.g., [16], [17]). 

The U-matrix and its variants work well for small data sets with a low number of 

clusters mapped to a relatively large SOM grid. However, they tend to obscure finer 

delineations between clusters in complicated and large data sets because of averaging 
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of prototype distances over neighboring SOM grid cells, or thresholding [3]. Another 

method is to change the size of the grid cells according to the average distances to 

neighbors [18] but this has similar problems as the U-matrix, with less visual sepa

ration. One other method is to use polygons for grid cells where each edge is away 

from the center of cell proportional to the distance to immediate SOM neighbor 

prototype at that corresponding direction. This method represents distances to all 

immediate SOM neighbor prototypes, which works well for manual cluster extraction 

for simple data sets [19]. Another distance representation is the use of automated 

color assignments for exploration of the approximate cluster structure [20, 21, 22, 23]. 

Examination of the distances based on individual component planes of the SOM is 

helpful in discovering information specific to the corresponding component, which 

may be hidden when all planes are examined together [22, 24]. 

2.2.2 Density based visualizations and their disadvantages 

Many researchers convey SOM knowledge through visualizing the receptive field sizes 

of prototypes (data histograms) by drawing vertical bars, curves, by gray shades, 

in the grid cells (e.g., [17, 22, 24]). Pampalk et al. [25] propose smoothing data 

histograms by assigning a weighted membership of data vectors to the prototypes in 

order to get a precise visualization of density distribution. However, expression of 

the SOM's knowledge solely with data histograms of the prototypes conceals finer 

structure in complicated data since the density representation on the prototype level 

is not detailed enough to provide neighborhood relations [11]. Approaches employing 

data histograms and distances between prototypes together in the same visualization, 

such as in [26] and [19], do not overcome the drawbacks of each individual method, 

which are discussed above. 
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2.2.3 Modified SOMs for data visualization and their shortcomings 

In order to provide visual separation of the clusters without post-processing tools, 

adaptive coordinates [27] and the double SOM [28] update not only the prototypes 

but also their positions in the SOM lattice while learning. By these methods, the SOM 

does not have a rigid grid anymore and the dissimilarities between the prototypes are 

exposed by the lattice distance of the prototypes. However, it is uncertain how they 

would work for large data volumes and for high-dimensional data. For the double 

SOM, finding the appropriate parameters for robust learning is difficult. Ressom et 

al. proposed an improved technique for the double SOM whereby the use of adaptive 

parameters produces more robust learning than the double SOM [29]. This technique 

worked demonstratedly well for a data set of gene expression profiles consisting of a 

small number of vectors. 

An innovative proposal to find structure in high-dimensional data manifolds, is 

a growing SOM introduced by Blackmore and Miikkulainen [30], but it appears less 

robust than the Kohonen SOM because of the large number of parameters needing 

adjustment. Its performance for large data volumes is also undemonstrated. Another 

variant of the SOM that enables a direct and visually appealing measure of inter-point 

distances on the grid is the visualization induced SOM (ViSOM) [31]. The ViSOM 

produces a smooth and evenly partitioned mesh through the data points which reveals 

the discontinuities in the manifold. Unfortunately, its applicability is limited to small 

data sets due to the requirement of large number of prototypes. 

2.2.4 Topology based SOM visualizations 

To this author's knowledge, existing SOM visualization schemes for clustering have 

not considered data topology. A limited use of data topology in SOM representation 
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is proposed by Polzbauer et al. [32] to indicate data vectors whose mappings are 

topology violating. Topology violations are the cases where the neighborhood rela

tions of the data vectors (or prototypes) are not preserved in the mapping. Topology 

violations can be successfully found and data distribution can be correctly estimated 

with this method when prototypes outnumber the data vectors. In contrast, when 

there are plenty of data, neighboring data vectors that are mapped to different proto

types are only the ones at the boundaries of the Voronoi polyhedra of the prototypes. 

In that case a lot of helpful mapping information is ignored, which in turn estimates 

of data distribution inadequately. 

More generally, for a given set of data vectors and their corresponding prototypes 

obtained by any quantization process (including the SOM), a common approach for 

exploiting data topology is by using a graph model in the data space. One way to con

struct a topology representing graph is using the induced Delaunay triangulation pro

posed by Martinetz and Schulten [33]. Several learning algorithms such as Topology 

Representing Networks [33], Growing Neural Gas [34], and Growing When Required 

[35] use induced Delaunay triangulation successfully for a better topographic map

ping than the Kohonen SOM. The induced Delaunay triangulation is a binary graph 

that reflects the adjacency relations of the quantization prototypes in data space. It 

does not convey data distribution and therefore it may be insufficient for detailed 

cluster analysis, especially in case of slightly overlapping clusters or noisy data. A 

more informative approach is to construct the graph by using statistical learning the

ory as proposed by Aupetit [36]. This method considers the statistics of the data 

distribution within the Voronoi polyhedra of the prototypes, which makes it useful 

for estimating data topology and robust to noise. However, its use for visualization 

is limited to low-dimensional, 1-d to 3-d, applications because it visualizes neighbor-
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hood relations in the data space. It may also suffer from the curse of dimensionality-

due to parameter estimations for correlations of the prototypes. 

2 3 Considering data topology in SOM visualization for 

detailed cluster analysis 

2.3.1 Induced Delaunay triangulation 

The notion of induced Voronoi tessellation V and its dual, the induced Delaunay 

triangulation, D was introduced by Martinetz and Schulten, to faithfully characterize 

a data manifold M. that can possibly be discontinuous or folded, with prototypes 

[33]. V and D are the intersections of the regular Voronoi polyhedra, V (or Delaunay 

triangulation) of the prototypes with the manifold M.. For prototype Wi, the Voronoi 

polyhedron Vi and its induced counterpart, Vi, are 

Vi = {veRd:\\v-wi\\<\\v-wk\\ Vkeg} 
(2.3) 

Vi = {veM:\\v.-Wi\\<\\v-wk\\.Vk.eG} 

According to the definition in [33], two prototypes, Wi and Wj, are considered 

adjacent in data space M. if and only if their receptive fields RFi and RFj (their 

masked Voronoi polyhedra Vi and Vj) have a common border. An example of the 

Delaunay triangulation and its induced version is shown in Figure 2.2. (a) for a 2-d 

data set called "clown" created by Vesanto and Alhoniemi [2]. This 2-d data set has 

several clusters with different shapes and sizes (eyes, nose, mouth and body) and 

outliers. The induced Delaunay triangulation D makes the disconnected parts of the 

manifold (such as the eyes, nose and mouth) obvious, whereas the regular Delaunay 

triangulation D does not delineate the same separations. 

The induced Delaunay triangulation D can be represented by a binary matrix A 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2 : (a) Comparison of Delaunay triangulation (thin lines) and induced Delaunay 
triangulation (thick lines) for the 2-d clown data using the SOM prototypes created by 
[2]. The "clown" is indicated by the annotations in (b). The data manifold is shown 
by the small dots. The prototypes with non-empty receptive fields are denoted by circles 
while prototypes with empty receptive fields are shown by 'x'. The induced Delaunay 
triangulation exposes the discontinuities in the data manifold, for example, the separations 
between the eyes, the nose and the mouth, while the Delaunay triangulation does not 
highlight them, (b) Connectivity matrix (weighted induced Delaunay triangulation). The 
width of the line connecting two prototypes Wi and Wj is proportional to the connectivity 
strength, CONN(i, j), which is the number of data vectors for which one of w» and Wj is the 
BMU and the other is the second BMU. This weighting makes the data distribution visible. 
Low density regions are exposed by thin (or no) lines. Examples are the lines connecting 
the outlier 02 to other prototypes, and the lines at the cluster boundaries. 

which is created by setting A(i, j) to 1 when one of Wi and Wj is the BMU and the 

other is the second BMU for at least one data vector. Since adjacency is established 

by even a single pair of BMU and second BMU and there is no indication of how often 

Wi and Wj are selected as the BMU and second BMU pair, noise can easily obscure 

discontinuities in the manifold. This results in showing otherwise obviously disjunct 

clusters as connected. An example in Figure 2.2.(a) is the uniform connectedness of 

the body or the mouth of the clown by the thin lines. 

For a better characterization of the data topology and for discrimination of noisy 
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connections from dense regions, we define a connectivity strength matrix, CONN, 

which is a weighted analog of the adjacency matrix A, where the weights —as we show 

next— indicate the local density distribution of the input data among the prototypes 

adjacent in M.. 

2.3.2 Connectivity matrix CONN: a. weighted Delaunay triangulation 

Let CONN be an N x N matrix where JV is the number of neural units in the SOM 

grid Q. The connectivity strength, CONN(i,j), between two units i and j , is the 

number of data vectors v G M. for which Wi or Wj is the BMU and the other is the 

second BMU, i.e., 

CONN(i,j) = \RFij\ + \RFji\ (2.4) 

where RFij is the part of the receptive field of Wi where Wj is the second BMU, and 

\RFij\ is the number of data vectors in RF^. Obviously,-\RFi\ = ^2j=1 \RFij\ because 

RFi = UjL-^RFij. CONN thus shows how the data is distributed within the receptive 

fields with respect to neighbor (adjacent) prototypes in M.. This provides a finer 

resolution of the distribution than other existing density representations which show 

the distribution on the prototype level. We define the similarity of two prototypes Wj 

and Wj based on their connectivity strength CONN(i,j). 

Figure 2.2.(b) demonstrates CONN visualized in the data space for the case given 

in Figure 2.2.(a). Compared to Figure 2.2.(a), all connections remain, but now the 

strength of each connection is signified by the line width, which is made proportional 

to CONN(i,j). This visualization makes poorly connected (low density) regions 

obvious, such as the connections for the outliers 01 and 02 (encircled prototypes in 

Figure 2.2.(b)) and the thin (or missing) lines at the cluster boundaries. 
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2.3.3 CONN visualization on the SOM 

We visualize CONN on the SOM lattice by connecting the neural units i and j whose 

prototypes Wi and Wj are adjacent in M.. Lines of various widths and colors are used 

for CONN(i, j) > 0 (Figure 2.3). The line width is proportional to the strength of the 

connection (the line width displays the number of data vectors in RFij U RFji relative 

to the number of all data vectors) and therefore reflects the density distribution among 

the connected units. It thus can be considered as an indicator of the global importance 

of the connection. The connectivity strengths of Wi indicate how often Wi and each 

of its neighbors in M. are selected together (are BMU and second BMU pairs for 

data vectors). This shows the local data distribution among its neighbors. Hence, 

a ranking of the connectivity strengths of Wi reveals the most-to-least dense regions 

local to Wi in data space. We show the ranking of neighbors of w/j by line colors, red, 

blue, green, yellow and dark to light gray levels, in descending order. Because the 

density ranking does not depend on the size of «Vs receptive field, but only on the 

relative contribution of each neighbor, line colors can be considered as expression of 

the local importance of the connections. The line width and the line color together 

indicate a combined view of the global and local properties of the data distribution. 

An example of CONN visualization on the SOM is shown in Figure 2.4 for the 

clown data presented in Figure 2.2. A detailed explanation for this example will be 

given in Section 2.3.5. One important aspect we would like to note here is that the 

ranking of the prototypes is not symmetric, i.e., if the rank of Wj for W{ is r, and 

the rank of tUj for Wj is s, r is not necessarily equal to s. The rank displayed by 

the color is the higher ranking one of r and s, regardless of the directionality of the 

connection. Therefore a prototype may seem to have multiple connections of the same 

rank. For example, some prototypes at the bottom left of Figure 2.4.(a) have several 
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Figure 2.3 : An example of CONN visualization on an SOM grid for the connections 
of a prototype (node i). A line is drawn between two prototypes if they are adjacent in 
the data manifold M. according to the induced Delaunay triangulation. The line width 
is proportional to the strength of the connection, CONN(i,j) (eq. 2.4). It shows the 
global importance of the connection since it states the number of data samples in RFy U 
RFji, relative to the total number of all data samples. The line colors encode a ranking 
of the immediate neighbors of this prototype in A4: the line to the neighbor with the 
strongest connection to i is colored red, and blue, green, yellow and gray shades indicate 
the connections to the rest of the neighbors in decreasing order of rank. This ranking 
signifies the local importance of the connections as it displays the relative similarity of 
adjacent prototypes. 

red connections. 

2.3.4 Assessment of topology preservation with CONN 

Superimposing CONN on the SOM grid shows the neighborhood relations of the 

prototypes both in M. and in Q in the same visualization. This new visualization 

helps in a detailed assessment of topology preservation of the mapping, by detecting 

the topology violations and their severity. 

For a perfectly topology preserving mapping, only the immediate SOM neighbors 

are expected to be connected. However, topology violations may occur, which will 

manifest in the CONN visualization as 

• connected neural units that are not immediate neighbors in Q (forward (M, —» 

Q) topology violations) and 
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• unconnected neural units that are immediate neighbors in Q (backward (Q —• 

M) topology violations). 

An example of an indication of forward topology violation is the green connection in 

Figure 2.3: the prototype i has a neighbor in data space (the prototype at the end 

point of the green line) that is not mapped to an immediate lattice neighbor of i. A 

backward topology violation is demonstrated by the lack of connection between i and 

its lattice neighbor to the right. As it can be seen from this illustration, both forward 

and backward topology violations are identified through CONN visualization. The 

visualization of the backward topology violations also reveals the discontinuities or 

submanifolds in the data which assists in the extraction of obvious cluster boundaries. 

The strength (line width) of a forward topology violating connection characterizes the 

extent of the violation: the more data vectors contribute to a given connection, the 

more severe the violation. Thus we will call the strength of a forward topology vio

lating connection the severity of that violation. For a topology violating connection, 

low strength (thin lines) usually indicates outliers or noise while greater strengths are 

due to data complexity or badly formed SOM. The length of the violating connection, 

i.e., the maximum norm distance between the neural units i and j in the SOM lat

tice, describes whether the topology violation is local (short ranged) or global (long 

ranged). 

In most cases, perfect topology preservation is not necessary for cluster extraction. 

Weak global violations, or violations that remain within clusters do not affect the 

identification of cluster boundaries. Proper investigation of such conditions for a 

trained SOM is therefore important. The connectivity matrix and its visualization 

that we introduced above is a useful tool for such analysis. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 2.4 : Top: (a) CONN visualization of the 2-d clown data (from Figure 2.2) on the 
19 x 17 hexagonal SOM lattice given in [2]. The prototypes with non-empty RF are shown 
by small circles. Line widths are proportional to connectivity strengths. The meaning of line 
widths and line colors is as explained in Figure 2.3. Some prototypes that are neighbors 
on the SOM grid are not connected, which indicates discontinuities in M or backward 
topology violations. Some clusters (mouth and body, left eye and nose, right eye and nose) 
are clearly separated. Others (01 and 02, 01 and body, nose and nm, nm and mouth) are 
weakly connected (thin lines). The line connecting 02 and the prototype at the top right 
corner, and the one connecting 01 and the body are examples of global but weak topology 
violations, (b) Visualization of CONN in the data space using the same scheme of line 
widths and colors as in (a). This verifies the separations seen in the SOM. Bottom: (c) The 
connections of the subcluster nm to the nose (cl, c2) and to the mouth (c5) are weak: c l= l , 
c2=l and c5=2. In contrast, the connections within nm (c3, c4) are strong: c3=3, c4=8. 
c2 and c5 exemplify weak local topology violations which suggest that nm is a subcluster. 
(d) The cluster nm in data space, and its relations to the nose and the mouth clusters. 
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2.3.5 An example of CONN visualization for a 2-d data set 

Figure 2.4 demonstrates CONN visualization for the 2-d clown data in Figure 2.2. 

The CONN is draped over the 19 x 17 hexagonal SOM lattice that was used in [2]. 

We point out the areas of the SOM where the different parts of the clown data are 

mapped. Since there is no dimensionality conflict between M. and Q, few (if any) 

forward topology violations are expected, which is confirmed by the visualization. 

Generally there are no thick lines connecting distant units. In this visualization, the 

thin red line of length = 16, connecting 02 and the prototype at the upper right 

corner of the SOM, and the thin blue vertical connection (length = 10) from 01 to 

the body of the clown at the right edge are examples of global violations. In this 

case, the weakness of these connections suggests that the prototypes 01 and 02 are 

outliers. Prototypes with empty receptive fields often do not have any connections; 

however, sometimes they may have connections because they can be second BMUs for 

some data vectors. An example is the prototype circled in the nose of the clown close 

to the upper left corner in Figure 2.4.(a). Although it has an empty receptive field, 

it is the second BMU for two data vectors mapped to two adjacent prototypes. Some 

immediate lattice neighbors are not connected because the corresponding prototypes 

are not adjacent in M.. The resulting separations between neural units expose cluster 

or submanifold structure in M.. For example, the separations between left eye and 

nose; right eye and nose; mouth and body are obvious. The two global topology 

violations at the upper and right edges of the CONN visualization make the proto

types between the end points seem connected and might obscure the discontinuities. 

For example the connection that links 01 to the body of the clown in Figure 2.4 

makes it look like 01 , the right eye, the nose and the body are all connected, even 

though the right eye and the nose are clearly separated from each other, and from 
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Figure 2.5 : U-matrix visualization of the SOM for the "clown" data. The SOM of clown 
data is a 19x17 hexagonal lattice. The distances between each SOM neighbor prototype 
is indicated by the gray scale intensities of the hexagons between them. A darker gray 
indicates less similarity between the prototypes. With this visualization, we are able to 
see well-separated clusters such as right eye, left eye and body. However, the separation 
between mouth and body is obscure as well as the separations between the subclusters in 
the left-eye, which are clear in the CONN visualization given in Figure 2.4.(a). 

the body when this connection is removed. If we first display only the non-violating 

connections, then we can get an accurate view of the discontinuities. For this case, 

the discontinuities between the right eye, body and outliers are clearly outlined by 

this view. Figure 2.4.(b) uses the same scheme to visualize CONN in the data space 

(which we can do for the special case of 2-d data) to show and validate the structures 

detected through CONN visualization on the SOM grid in Figure 2.4.(a). 

In Figure 2.4.(c) we focus on some instructive details. Cluster nm in the dashed 

oval, extracted by an automatic cluster extraction method [14], is a subcluster con

necting the nose and the mouth. It has weak and local topology violating connections 

between the mouth and the nose. The connections of nm to the nose (cl, c2) and 

to the mouth (c5) are weak compared to the connections within nm (c3, c4). Be-
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cause of being both weak and violating, these connections suggest that nm is indeed 

a subcluster between the nose and the mouth. 

Figure 2.5 shows a U-matrix visualization for the same SOM. This representation 

indicates the delineation between SOM clusters of the clown data where the clusters 

are well-separated such as the right eye, the left eye and the body. However, finer 

details which are shown by CONN visualization such as the three subcluster struc

ture in the left eye, are obscured by this representation. For high-dimensional and 

complicated data sets, CONN visualization provides better performance than the 

existing visualization schemes. See Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.3 for applications on 

real remote sensing spectral images. 

2.3.6 CO NN visualization for complicated, large data sets 

For maps where the number of data vectors is much larger than the number of proto

types, the connectivity strengths span a large range of values. Using a different line 

width for each connectivity strength becomes infeasible due to limitation by screen 

resolution and the discrimination capability of the human eye. To help this, line 

widths can be based on a binning of the CONN(i,j) values such as 

1 t2 >CONN(i,j) >h 

2 t3>CONN(i,j)>t2 

width(i,j) = < (2.5) 

n-\ tn>CONN(i,j)>tn_1 

n CONN(i,j) >tn , 

where n is a small number. A good choice as threshold tk is the mean strength, 

/x„_fe+i, of the ( n - k + l)th ranking connections: ti e {//ri,/xn+i, ...,fj,N},tk = //„-fc+i 

(k < n), where N is the number of prototypes. This choice provides an automated 
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selection of thresholds based on internal data characteristics as described in the fol

lowing paragraph. It also employs the limited number of bins efficiently because 

each bin reflects the average global importance of one rank. The binning resolution 

not only distinguishes strong connections but also reveals weak connections between 

(separated) clusters. 

The above choice of the binning thresholds is motivated by the statistics of connec

tivity strengths shown in Figure 2.6. These examples are for a 6-d synthetic data set, 

an 8-band real remote sensing spectral image and a 194-d real remote sensing spectral 

image, respectively. These three data sets will be described in detail in Section 2.4. 

Figures 2.6.(a-c) give the distribution of connections over ranks for these data sets, 

respectively. Perhaps surprisingly, the number of neighbors in data space (the number 

of connection ranks of a given prototype) can be as high as 16 for the 6-d data, 29 for 

the real 8-d data and 51 for the 194-d data. However, Figures 2.6.(d-f), which show 

the average connectivity strength within each rank for the three data sets, tell us 

that even though the maximum number of connections for a prototype is much larger 

than 8 (the number of immediate SOM neighbors), the average connectivity strength 

drops sharply after the 4th strongest connection (rank 4) and becomes negligibly small 

after the 8th strongest connection (rank 8). Figures 2.6.(d-f) also indicate that these 

averages decay exponentially. This observation suggests these averages as thresholds 

so that the binning of the line width can reflect the nonlinear distribution of the 

connectivity strengths. The thresholds chosen this way thus produce relatively wide 

bins for high ranking connections and narrow bins for weak connections which can 

provide a good resolution. It also automatically excludes connections with strengths 

smaller than t\. This is advantageous since the connections with such low strengths 

are likely to be caused by noise or outliers. 
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One might be inclined to use equally sized bins between ti = fj,—2a and tn — (j,+2a 

where /J, and a are the mean and standard deviation of all connections, respectively. 

However, using all connections in calculating // and a may produce very small /x 

and large a, which is not useful for an informative binning in eq. 2.5 due to noisy 

connections or outliers. More reasonable thresholds for extracting cluster structure 

and suppressing noise may be achieved by using the immediate SOM lattice neighbors, 

as some noisy and violating connections may be excluded from the statistics in that 

case. Figures 2.6.(d-f) show HA, HNS, A*JV4 for the 6-d data and 8-d data sets where 

HA is the mean of all connections while /J.NS,HN4 are the means of connections of 

prototypes that are also immediate lattice neighbors (8 neighbors or 4 neighbors for 

rectangular lattice), respectively. For the 6-d data set, there are few topology violating 

connections, thereforepm is very similar to \IA- For the complicated 8-d data set, /xjvs 

is much larger than HA- However, the binning may still not be useful to discriminate 

among strong connections because thresholds set by /ijvs and a^s will only bin the 

low-strength connections while lumping most rank 1 and rank 2 connections into one 

bin, as can be seen from Figures 2.6. (d-f). //JV4 and o/v4 produce a high //and relatively 

low a but equal-size bins diminish its usefulness. The thresholds tk (1 < k < n) and 

n should support the specific data and application, which may also call for other 

approaches to binning, such as for example in Dougherty et al. [37]. 

2.4 Semi-manual clustering based on CONN visualization 

CONN visualization can guide the accurate evaluation of cluster boundaries in the 

SOM by indicating topology violations and their severity, which provides a tool to 

filter out weak, unimportant connections that are likely caused by noise and that 

can obscure cluster boundaries. To mitigate the visually obscuring effect of topology 
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Figure 2.6 : The statistics of connectivity strengths for three data sets: Top: The number 
of connections with the same ranking, across all SOM prototypes (a) for a 6-d synthetic, 
low-noise data set (128 x 128 pixel image in Figure 2.7 mapped to a 20 x 20 SOM). Half of 
these prototypes have at least 8 connections, and some have as many as 16; (b) for an 8-d 
real, noisy remote sensing spectral image discussed in Section 2.4 (512 x 512 pixel image 
mapped to a 40 x 40 SOM). 90% of the prototypes have at least 8 connections, and some 
have as many as 29; (c) for an 194-d remote sensing spectral image discussed in Section 2.4 
(614 x 420 pixel image mapped a 40 x 40 SOM). For this data, a prototype can have as 
many as 51 neighbors in the data space. Bottom: Average connectivity strengths for the 
(d) 6-d data set, (e) 8-d data set, (f) 194-d data set. /J,A is the mean of all connections, 
/ijv4 is the mean of connections with lengthy norm = 1 (connections between the prototypes 
that are in 4-neighborhood in a rectangular lattice), /x/vs is the mean of connections with 
lengthmax norm = 1 (connections between the prototypes that are in 8-neighborhood). The 
average strength drops sharply after rank 4 and becomes negligibly small after rank 8, even 
though the number of connections is much higher, shown in (a), (b) and (c). 
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violating connections (for example the lines connecting 02 to the prototype at the 

top right corner of the SOM, and 01 to the body in Figure 2.4), one can eliminate 

global violations after careful consideration of thresholds of importance levels. 

We define a violation as "global violation" based on the assumption of having a 

nearly perfect topology preserving mapping. With this assumption, the prototypes 

adjacent in the data manifold should be in the tightest possible neighborhood in 

the SOM lattice. Let m be the maximum number of prototypes adjacent to any 

prototype in the data manifold. For a rectangular lattice, the number of neighbors 

within lengtha-norm = I is 8/(see Figure 2.1), and hence the number of neighbors 

within lengthn-norm < n is 8^~™L Thus, m prototypes can fit into the tightest 

neighborhood with the neighbor prototypes lmin distance away where 

>'='"m,in 

m<mm ^ 81 (2.6) 
»min 

Any connection with length greater than lmin will then be called "global violation". 

For example, for the maximum number of connections given in Figure 2.6.(a) which 

is 16, connections with length > 2 will be global violations, and for the one in 

Figure 2.6.(b) which is 29, connections with length > 3 will be global violations. 

Similarly, for the case in Figure 2.6. (c) where the maximum number of connections 

is 51, connections with length > 4 are global violations. 

As a first step in the evaluation of clusters, weak global violations are removed 

from CONN visualization. However, it is necessary to investigate the strong global 

violations to determine whether they are caused by data complexity or badly learned 

SOM. Once we understand the source of a strong global violation and note its influence 

on the cluster structure, we can remove that connection (visually) for easier evaluation 

of the rest. 
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We propose a step-by-step semi-manual extraction algorithm based on the ranked 

similarities [11]. After analysis of the violating connections, the manual cluster ex

traction is based on the strength (width) and on the rank (color) of the connections 

as well as on the number of connections between the prototypes bridging coarse clus

ters. We remove weak connections that link any two coarse clusters X and Y with 

the lowest (binned) strength value (width = 1) at their boundary as follows: 

Step 1. Remove all weak connections to cluster X if the number of weak connec

tions to X is less than the number of weak connections to the other cluster Y. 

Step 2. Remove the weakest connection if the connections of the prototype to the 

two clusters have different strengths (widths). 

Step 3. Remove the lowest ranking connection if the number of weak connections 

to both clusters is the same and all connections at the boundary of these clusters are 

weak. 

Step 4- Repeat Steps 1-3 until this prototype has been disconnected from one of 

the clusters. 

Step 5. Repeat until every prototype at this boundary, i.e., any prototype that 

has connections to both coarse clusters X and Y, has been treated. 

In our applications, CONN visualization makes boundaries between clusters clearer 

than other available visualizations and reveals small clusters by their apparent sep

arations from others [11, 12]. In the following sections, we provide an example to 

explain clustering procedure on a synthetic 6-d 20-class data set. We also give two 

real applications, one on an 8-d remote sensing spectral image of an urban area and 

one on 194-d remote sensing spectral image of a geological area. In our CONN vi

sualizations of these images, we use a 4-level binning with thresholds determined by 

averages of the same ranking connectivity strengths, as described in Section 2.3.6 un-
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Figure 2.7 : 6-d (6-band) synthetic spectral image data set consisting of 20 classes, 4 of 
which are rare (R, Q, T and S). Upper left: spatial distribution of classes in the 128 x 128 
pixel image. Right: mean of the pixel vectors for each class, vertically offset for clarity. 
Lower left: known class labels overlain on the SOM. The known labels are used only for 
verification of clustering quality. 

der eq. 2.5. This binning has provided sufficient resolution for cluster capture for the 

cases we present here. We call a connection with width = 1 "weak" (unimportant), 

and a connection with width > 1 "strong". This distinction of "weak" connections 

derived from the statistics of data works well for our data in this work. 

2.4.1 A n explanatory example of cluster extraction 

We show an example clustering of a synthetic 6-band, 128 x 128 image consisting of 20 

known classes, 4 of which are rare. The data vector at each image pixel was generated 

from the mean vector of the class that the given pixel belongs to, by adding 10% 6-

d Gaussian noise to it. Figure 2.7 shows the image with the classes color coded 

and annotated with labels A-S, the mean signatures of the classes, and the color 

coded known class labels overlain on the 20 x 20 SOM. To include all connections in 

the CONN visualization of this SOM, given in Figure 2.8.(a), we set ti = 0. The 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2.8 : (a) CONN visualization on the SOM lattice for the 6-d, 20-class data. The 
prototypes are at the junctions of the connections (open circles). Thin connections mean 
weak similarity. CONN visualization reveals coarse clusters through the nearly empty 
corridors formed by unconnected or weakly connected prototypes. Topology violations 
remain mostly within these coarse clusters, (b) Weak global violating connections {length > 
2) have been removed. The prototypes at the boundaries of coarse clusters are shown by 
black dots. The coarse clusters are annotated with the known class labels, (c) The weak 
connections that link two coarse clusters have been removed based on Step 1-5 given in 
Section 2.4. All known classes are correctly reproduced by this segmentation, including 
the rare ones (R, T, S and Q). Decision on the remaining weak connections at the cluster 
boundaries depends on further choice of keeping or excluding those prototypes with very 
small receptive fields. One choice is to join those prototypes with the cluster to which they 
have the strongest connection, (d) Another choice is to remove those prototypes. 
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Table 2.1 : Removal of connections at the boundaries of the coarse clusters in the CONN 
visualization of 20-class data set for cluster extraction 

Connections 

at the 

boundaries 

of coarse 

clusters 

Reason for removal 

Low number of 

connections 

G-H 

F-G 

F-J 

E-I 

M-I 

P-0 

Weak connections 

P-Q 

P-S 

Low ranking 

connections 

A-B 

B-F 

C-D 

C-G 

N-0 

unconnected and weakly connected prototypes form nearly empty corridors, which 

can be interpreted as coarse cluster boundaries. The known classes, annotated in 

Figure 2.8.(b)-2.8.(d), are not labeled in Figure 2.8.(a) to provide one unobscured 

view of the CONN visualization. For example, some clusters such as classes R and T 

are already outlined by unconnected neighbor prototypes. One can start from here, 

pruning connections based on our interpretation of CONN. First, we observe that 

most topology violations are weak and the majority of these violations are between 

the prototypes in the same (coarse) cluster. There is no strong global violation (no 

long thick line) in this case. Then, weak global topology violations (width = 1, 

length > 2) are removed, which in turn delineates classes K (light blue) and L (dark 

brown) (Figure 2.8. (b)). The choice of length > 2 is based on the maximum number 

of connections for a prototype. Then, the clusters are manually extracted from the 

visualization based on steps 1-5. 

Figure 2.8.(b) and Figure 2.8. (c) illustrate the extraction of the clusters based on 
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Figure 2.9 : Modified U-matrix (mU-matrix) over the 20 x 20 SOM of the 20-class, 6-d 
data in Figure 2.7. The intensity level of the red color in each grid cell is proportional to 
the size of the receptive field of the corresponding prototype. The gray scale intensity of 
the "fences" between each pair of grid cells, in all 8 directions (including the diagonals, 
two pixels representation) is proportional to the Euclidean distance of the respective pair of 
prototypes, in data space. White fence is large dissimilarity, dark means strong similarity. 
Most of the grid cells between the double fences are empty, or have very few data points 
mapped to them. The white fences perfectly delineate the 20 known classes. For this 
simple data set, the mU-matrix and CONN visualization provide equally good clues for 
the determination of the cluster boundaries. 

steps 1-5. For example, in Figure 2.8.(b) clusters E and I are bridged by a prototype 

(shown as a black dot) which has two weak lines (one red, one blue) to I and a weak 

blue one to E. In Figure 2.8.(c), the connection to E has been removed because E 

had only one connection to this prototype whereas I had two. Removal of the two 

other connections between I and this prototype depends on further choices made 

by the user. One choice can be the inclusion of this prototype in the cluster to 

which it has the strongest connection (I), as shown in Figure 2.8.(c), because it is 

most similar to that cluster with respect to the data. Another choice can be the 

exclusion of this prototype, as well as all those at the cluster boundaries which have 

very small receptive fields because they are often representatives of noise or outliers 

(Figure 2.8.(d)). M and I are separated through a similar procedure as E and I. 
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An example for the separation based on weakness of the connections is the sep

aration of clusters P and Q. The prototype at the boundary of P and Q has one 

connection to Q and two connections to P, but the connections to P are weak whereas 

the connection to Q is a strong one, and hence the weak connections are removed. 

Clusters C and G share a prototype which is connected with one weak connection to 

each. However, the connection to G is green, which is an indication of lower rank 

(hence lower strength) than the connection to C (blue); thus the green connection is 

removed. Table 2.1 gives the pairs of clusters which have a common boundary and 

the method for removing connections between those clusters. By this semi-manual 

procedure, the clusters are extracted easily. 

We show a modified U-matrix representation in Fig. 2.9 to illustrate the differences 

in knowledge representation between CONN and U-matrix type (distance based) 

visualizations. First, we need to point out that the mU-matrix (a modification of the 

U-matrix [26]) is more detailed than the original U-matrix [15]. Instead of displaying 

the average of the distances to the SOM neighbor prototypes over each grid cell, 

we display the individual distances to each neighbor in all directions including the 

diagonal neighbors. This allows more crisp delineation of cluster boundaries than 

with the U-matrix, and facilitates the detection of small clusters such as, R and T at 

the bottom center in Fig. 2.8.f (hot pink and grayish blue, respectively, in Fig. 2.8.e). 

The cluster R is represented by a single prototype that has large distances to all 

of its SOM neighbors. In the customary U-matrix, the average of the distances to 

its neighbors would assign a high intensity color (nearly white) to the entire cell 

containing R, separating the cluster to its right (T) from the cluster to its left (M), 

while R itself would disappear under this wide fence. The cluster T, which has four 

prototypes, would be smeared because the averaging would produce medium high 
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fence on all those four prototypes. For this simple data set, with low noise and only 

slightly overlapping clusters, both mU-matrix and CONN provide sufficient support 

for cluster capture. For complicated data, however, CONN offers more support. We 

demonstrate this next. 

2.4.2 Clustering of 8-d remote sensing spectral image of Ocean City 

A real remote sensing spectral image of Ocean City, Maryland, comprising 512 x 512 

pixels, represents fairly complicated data. Each pixel has an 8-d feature vector, called 

spectrum, associated with it. The feature vector is composed of the measured radiance 

values at various wavelengths (spectral bands). The image was acquired on April 30, 

1997, with a Daedalus AAds-1260 multispectral scanner, which records data in 12 

spectral bands, 10 in the 0.38 to 1.1 //m range, and two in the 11-14 jum thermal 

infrared region. The flight altitude of approximately 600 m and a FOV of 2.5 mrad 

yield an average of approximately 1.5 m per pixel ground resolution [4]. The first 

two and the last two spectral bands were excluded from our processing because of 

extreme noise. 

Ocean City is a long linear settlement on the seashore with rows of closely spaced 

buildings separated by straight parallel roads and water canals. The spatial layout 

of different surface types in the city is shown in Figure 2.10.(a) through an earlier 

cluster map [3] which assigns different colors to spectrally different materials. Ocean 

(blue, I) surrounds the city from the left ending in small bays (medium blue, J, at the 

top center and bottom center of the scene) which contain suspended sediments and 

algae. These small bays are surrounded with coastal marshlands (brown, P; ocher, 

Q). Shallow water canals (turquoise, R) separate the double rows of houses, trending 

in roughly N-S direction in the left of the scene and E-W direction in the right of the 
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scene. The canals provide a waterway to boats. Many houses here have private docks 

(flesh-colored pink, T) and as a consequence, dirty water at such locations (black, 

H). The streets have paved roads (magenta, G) with reflective paint in the middle 

(light blue, E). The colors of small rectangles, outlining houses, indicate various roof 

materials (A, B, C, D, E). Typical vegetation types around buildings are healthy 

lawn, trees and bushes (pure green, L), yellowish lawn (split-pea green, 0) and dry 

grass (orange, N). There are also some rarely occurring material types which only 

exist at the locations shown by the ovals in the Figure 2.1.0.(a). The spatial extent of 

the largest one (white, C) is 0.4% of the image while one type of roof material (pale 

green, V) in the narrow white oval has only 239 pixels and the material (dark purple 

in the white circle, g) in the middle of the marshland at the bottom of the scene has 

251 pixels. 

The cluster map in Figure 2.10.(a) was produced in an earlier work from mU-

matrix representation of a 40 x 40 SOM [3] and has been verified against expert 

knowledge. We take this cluster map as a baseline and show that we achieve the 

same quality of clustering or better, using CONN visualization. We take the same 

40 x 40 learned SOM as was used for the capturing of the clusters from a mU matrix, 

in Figure 2.10.(a), and apply the procedure we described in Section 2.4. First we 

construct the connectivity strength matrix, CONN, for the 1600 prototypes. The 

statistics of the connections given in Figure 2.6.(b) and Figure 2.6.(e) indicate that 

prototypes have large numbers (up to 29) of connections and large average strengths 

even for low ranking connections. Half of the prototypes have at least 12 connections 

(Figure 2.6.(b)), i.e., 12 prototypes adjacent to them in the data space. The average 

strength of the connections, given in Figure 2.6.(e), is larger than 5 even for the rank 

10. The large number of strong connections at high ranks indicates folding whereas 
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Figure 2.10 : Comparison of cluster maps of the 8-band 512 x 512 pixel remote sensing 
spectral image of Ocean City. There are unclustered pixels in both cluster maps indicated 
by the background color "bg". Each color represents a different cluster, (a) Earlier cluster 
map extracted by using a mU-matrix (see [3] for details). Red and white ovals point out the 
locations of rare clusters (b). Clusters extracted from CONN visualization. The agreement 
between the two cluster maps is very good. In (a), there are more pixels unclustered than 
in (b), which results in more appearances of the background color "bg" in (a), and more 
coverage by some colors such as turquoise and green in (b). We easily capture the formerly 
identified rare clusters (shown in the ovals). We also discovered one small cluster, c (dark 
orange), which covers two unclustered regions outlined by red ellipses. The signature of c 
is similar to X (reflective paint on the road) and may stand for a painted roof or a different 
kind of roof material (shown in Figure 2.12). Some clusters in (a) are split into subclusters 
in (b). An example is the cluster A (red) which is split into A (red) and j (pink). A region 
that is clustered as j is the large building outlined by a black rectangle at the top right of 
the image. Subcluster j also covers some regions that are not clustered in (a), for example, 
the region outlined by the white rectangle in (a) and (b). It is pavement on the road and it 
probably has a different or newer paving as indicated in Figure 2.13 by a gray darker than 
other parts of the road. The signatures of the subclusters A and j have slight but consistent 
differences. See Figure 2.11 for the locations of clusters in the SOM. 
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the existence of low strength connections at small ranks most likely indicates noise. 

Figure 2.10.(b) presents our cluster map extracted from CONN visualization, next 

to the benchmark clustering for easy comparison. The general agreement between 

the two cluster maps in Figure 2.10 indicates a good clustering based on CONN 

visualization. In what follows, we show the stages of processing through which we 

can point out similarities with, and improvements to, the mU-matrix based cluster 

map in Figure 2.10.(a). 

Figure 2.11.(a) is the CONN visualization of the SOM with a 4-level binning 

where thresholds are the average strengths of connections of the same rank indicated 

in Figure 2.6.(e) and computed automatically. This results in £4 = A*I = 113, £3 = 

/i2 — 78,£2 = A*3 ='50, £1 = /X4 = 35. The connections with length > 3 and width = 1 

are removed since they are weak global violations by the argument presented earlier 

in Section 2.4 about the relationship between the maximum number of connections 

per prototype and the SOM neighborhood radius within which they can map without 

being considered globally violating. Figure 2.11.(a) shows that there is no strong 

global topology violation (length > 3 and width > 1) in diagonal direction, and if 

there is any in horizontal or vertical direction, it is within the same (coarse) cluster. 

Figure 2.11.(b) provides an enlarged version of the bottom left quarter of this CONN 

visualization for an enhanced view. This enlarged view is provided to show that the 

clusters are visible and hence can be extracted through CONN visualization. Yet, it 

may seem that it is hard to identify cluster boundaries from Figure 2.11.(a) because 

of size reduction. 

For reference, Figure 2.11.-(c) shows a static snapshot of an mU-matrix view of 

the same SOM. A semi-manual process was used to find clusters by emphasizing 

different screen intensity (gray) levels of the fences between grid cells. This process 
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Figure 2.11 : Cluster extraction for the Ocean City data based on CONN visualization, 
(a) CONN visualization for the 40 x 40 rectangular SOM lattice. The prototypes, shown by 
circles, are at the junctions of the connections. The weak global violations were excluded. 
As an example for cluster extraction, clusters G, j and A are outlined by black lines. The 
ovals point out small clusters (C, V, a and g) extracted in previous work [3]. The separation 
of those clusters is clearly indicated by the lack of connections to other clusters. The global 
representation remains as comprehensible as in the mU-matrix in (c). Separation between 
clusters P and Q are shown by the dashed vertical line where the connectivity strengths 
between P and Q are weak, (b) An enlarged view of the bottom left quarter of the CONN 
visualization in Figure 2.11.(a), which provides a clearer representation, (c) mU-matrix. 
The prototypes are at the center of the grid cells. The density distribution is also shown 
by the red intensity of the cells. Boundaries of some clusters, small clusters (C, V, g and a 
shown in ovals) in particular, are obscure in this particular static view because of the high 
fence values between the prototypes within the same clusters, (d) The extracted clusters 
from CONN visualization annotated with the respective labels. 
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provides maximum flexibility in viewing the distances between prototypes. However, 

the inherent limitations of what is visualized can conceal some - real, existing - details 

because the distances between prototypes, by themselves, do not necessarily reveal 

all structural variations. An example is the small cluster 'a' in the lower left corner of 

the SOM in Figure 2.11.(c). When we use the connectivity strength as the similarity 

measure as in Figure 2.11.(a), the prototypes reveal the small clusters that are harder 

to find in mU-matrix, as well as in others. 

The dissimilarities, indicated by high fence values in the mU-matrix in Fig

ure 2.11.(c), are shown by the corridors outlined by no or weak connections in the 

CONN visualization given in Figure 2.11.(a). The boundaries between the small 

clusters, labeled C, V, a and g, in the lower left corner of the SOM become obvious 

and are extracted easily and fast with the CONN visualization in Figure 2.11.(b). 

Because of either clear separation or weak connections, it is also much easier to cap

ture other clusters from CONN visualization with more certainty. As an example, 

we outlined the boundaries of clusters A, G and j in the CONN visualization in 

Figure 2.11.(a). All extracted clusters are shown in the SOM in Figure 2.11.(d). 

Figure 2.12 shows the average and standard deviation of spectral radiance signa

tures (feature vectors) of the extracted clusters. As it is seen in Figure 2.12, many 

signatures (A, G, D, I, C, V, a, g, etc.) are distinct, but some are very similar with 

slight differences (such as N, P, Q and S; W and H). The small clusters C, V, a and 

g have unique signatures, yet it was difficult to find them in the mU-matrix. The 

cluster c, which also has a signature similar to X (reflective paint on the road) but was 

hidden in mU-matrix, is extracted through CONN visualization. Cluster c covers 

only the roofs of two buildings outlined by red ellipses in Figure 2.11 and pointed 

out in the aerial photograph in Figure 2.13. This may indicate that those two roofs 
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Figure 2.12 : (a) Mean signatures (feature vectors) of the extracted clusters in Fig
ure 2.11.(d),'offset for clarity, with standard deviations shown by the vertical bars. Many 
clusters have distinct clusters whereas some (such as S, M and N) have slightly different 
signatures. Small clusters (C, V, a, g, and the new small cluster c) have unique signatures, 
(b) Comparison of the signatures of P, Q to Pd and Qd- P and Q are extracted from 
CONN visualization in Figure 2.11.(a) while Pd and Qd are extracted based on the density 
distribution seen in Figure 2.11.(b). The signatures of P and Q are more distinct than those 
of Pd and Qd-

may be covered with the same paint on the road. Using CONN visualization clearly 

helped capture the clusters including rare ones, in this data set. 

One difference between the two cluster maps in Figure 2.10 is that cluster A 

(red, concrete) in Figure 2.10. (a) is split into two subclusters A (red) and j (pink) 

in Figure 2.10.(b) because of the weak connections across their prototypes in the 

CONN visualization. The signatures of the subclusters A and j have slight but 

consistent differences (Figure 2.12). A and j are also spatially coherent in the map 

(Figure 2.10.(a)). An example of the subcluster j is the large building with the 
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Figure 2.13 : Aerial photograph of Ocean City, from [4]. Red ovals and rectangles point 
out the locations of rare clusters (V, a and c) and cluster j . Small cluster, c (dark orange), 
has a signature similar to the reflective paint on the road (X), shown in Figure 2.12. This 
indicates that those two buildings assigned to cluster c may have their roof painted with 
same material of the paint on the road. Cluster j covers the roof of a large building outlined 
by a rectangle at the top right of the image. Cluster j also covers a region outlined by the 
red circle. The outlined region is at the end of the road and has a darker gray than the 
road. It probably has a different or newer paving than the road. 

concrete roof at the top right of the image, outlined by black rectangle. Another 

region clustered as j is the end of the road which is outlined by the white rectangle in 

Figure 2.10.(a) and Figure 2.10.(b). This region remained unclustered (colored "bg") 

in Figure 2.10.(a). This unclustered region, which is clustered as j , has a much darker 

gray than the color of the road in the aerial photograph (Figure 2.13), which indicate 

that j may be a newer or a different paving than the road. 

Another difference is the detection of clusters P (brown) and Q (ocher). The 

CONN visualization delineates the border between the clusters P and Q through the 

weak connections across them. The mU-matrix in Figure 2.11.(c) clearly indicates 
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the boundary around the combined cluster P U Q by high fence values. However, 

the separation between P and Q is hard to distinguish by tuning the fence heights 

to scrutinize the local similarity relations of the prototypes. This leads to extrac

tion of P and Q together as one cluster from the mU-matrix (Q, ocher regions in 

Figure 2.10.(a)). A supervised classification [4] earlier did distinguish P and Q (i.e., 

expert knowledge had two different classes, which the classifier was trained for.) 

As an additional point, one might be tempted to think that the separation of 

clusters P and Q is along the direction of the dashed line shown in Figure 2.11. (c) be

cause the density in that direction is much lower than the density of the surrounding 

prototypes. Pd and Qd label the subclusters of P U Q extracted based on this density 

evaluation. In contrast, according to the CONN visualization in Figure 2.11.(a), 

P. U Q should be separated in the vertical direction indicated in Figure 2.11.(a) due 

to weak and few connections between prototypes. We denote the resulting subclus

ters by P and Q. Figure 2.12 compares the mean signatures of P, Q, Pd and Qd-

The signatures of P and Q are more different from each other than the signatures 

of Pd and Qd. This demonstrates that density distribution may be misleading for 

cluster identification due to the fact that it only shows the total receptive field size 

of the prototypes but does not show how the data is distributed among the neigh

bor prototypes. Yet many practitioners rely on receptive field size alone for cluster 

identification. CONN visualization shows the prototypes which are neighbors in 

data space and the data distribution among them, which in turn produces a better 

topology representation for cluster extraction. 
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Figure 2.14 : The Lunar Crater Volcanic Field (LCVF) presented by a color composite 
image (from [5]). The 23 labels indicate regions of the different surface cover types which 
are of interest from a geologic point of view. See Section 2.4.3 for details about the data 
set. 

2.4.3 Clustering of a 194-d hyperspectral image 

194-d hyperspectral image of Lunar Crater Volcanic Field (LCVF) 

We use a 194-band remote sensing spectral image of the Lunar Crater Volcanic Field 

(LCVF), Nevada, USA in order to study the performance of CONN visualization for 

high-dimensional large data sets. The LCVF is one of the standard remote sensing 

sites of NASA, where images are obtained yearly. The 614 x 420 image we use is a sub

section of the image collected by AVIRIS on April 5, 1004 at 18:22 GMT. AVIRIS, the 

airborne visible-near infrared imaging spectrometer developed at NASA/Jet Propul

sion Laboratory, measures spectral radiance values in 224 band passes centered at 

wavelengths between 0.4 — 2.5 \im. (See http://makalu.jpl.nasa.gov for details on 

this sensor and on imaging spectroscopy.) 30 image bands were removed due to 

http://makalu.jpl.nasa.gov
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atmospheric correction, excessively noisy bands (saturated bands) and overlapping 

detector channels. The remaining 194 image bands provide 194-d spectra (feature 

vectors) as our data samples. This site has been studied extensively due to the exist

ing challenges because of many various surface cover types (for example, [38, 39, 5]). 

In our performance evaluation of CONN visualization based semi-manual clustering, 

we use accumulated ground truth from comprehensive field studies [38], research re

sults from independent earlier work such as [39] and results from previous manual 

extraction from mU-matrix visualization [5, 9]. The supervised classifications of the 

region considered 23 identified classes while unsupervised clusterings extracted more 

than 30 distinct clusters from this data set. 

Figure 2.14 shows a natural color composite of the LCVF. The locations of 23 

different cover types are marked by their respective class labels. These 23 types, 

selected by a geologist based on field knowledge, geologic meaning and spectral prop

erties, were of interest for the supervised classifications of this site [5, 9, 40]. Some 

clusters in the region are volcanic cinders (oxidized basaltic cinders shown by reddest 

peaks, type A) and their weathered derivatives such as ferric oxide rich soils (L, M, 

W), basalt flows of various ages (F, G, I), a small rhyolitic outcrop (B). Vegetation 

within the LCVF is sparse but scrub brush stands (J) are locally rich within washes 

(C) at the lower left part of the scene. This region is bordered by "The Wall", a 

prominent NE-SW trending scarp (Shingle pass tuff, G). There is also a dry lake in 

the scene, which consists of two major parts, one with sandy (dry playa, D) and the 

other with clayey compositions. Clayey compositions (wet playas, E, Q, S, T) are dis

tinguished by their clay contents. Other types are alluvial material (H), dry wash (N, 

O, P, U) with sediments of various clay contents, other sediments (V) in depressions 

of the mountain slopes, and basalt cobbles (K) around the dry lake. Many of these 
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Figure 2.15 : Cluster maps of the 194-d Lunar Crater Volcanic Field, extracted after 300K 
learning steps. Each color represents a different cluster whereas 'bg' stands for background 
(unclustered) pixels. Top: Cluster map in [5] obtained from mU-matrix. Bottom: Cluster 
map extracted from CONN visualization. There is a strong correspondence between these 
two maps. Two clusters, K (light blue in black rectangle) and T (dark pink in red circle), 
cannot be extracted from CONN visualization due to strong similarities of their prototypes 
to prototypes in other clusters as shown in Figure 2.16. Cluster R in mU-matrix cluster 
map is extracted as two distinct subclusters R and 1 (outlined by red rectangles) from the 
CONN visualization. A detailed analysis of these cluster maps is given in Section 2.4.3. 
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cover type variations remain undistinguished in Figure 2.14, due to the use of three 

selected image bands (one red, one green and one blue) in this color composite image. 

They become obvious in cluster and class maps. The reflectance signatures of these 

surface materials within the LCVF have variations that range from subtle to signif

icant [5]. A large number of clusters with subtle differences between the signatures 

form a challenge for both supervised classification and unsupervised clustering. 

Figure 2.15, top, presents a cluster map of the LCVF produced from a mU-

matrix visualization of a 40 x 40 SOM after 300,000 learning steps in an earlier work 

[5, 9]. This verified cluster map provides more precise clustering than the supervised 

classifications and produces more, spatially coherent, clusters (32) than that of the 

geologist's 23 classes labeled in Figure 2.14. We are using an augmented version that 

has 3 additional clusters compared to the 32 clusters in [5, 9] (from E. Merenyi, private 

communication). This cluster map will serve as a baseline for performance evaluation 

of our clusterings and we show that with the help of CONN, we can achieve the same 

or a better quality of clustering. 

Clustering of LCVF through CONN visualization 

We use the same 40 x 40 SOM as in the earlier clustering based on mU-matrix [9]. 

We extract the clusters based on the statistics of the connections as we described 

in Section 2.4, after removal of global violations. For this 194-d data set, global 

violations are the connections with length > 4 which are determined according to the 

maximum number of connections (51) in Figure 2.6.(f). 

The cluster map obtained from CONN visualization is shown in Figure 2.15, bot

tom. There is a strong correspondence between the two cluster maps. Similar to the 

segmentation of Ocean City, there are more pixels assigned to clusters in map due to 
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(a) (b) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 2.16 : (a) The cluster labels, extracted from mU-matrix of the SOM after 300,000 
learning steps, overlain on the CONN. The high fences between the prototypes at the 
top right and bottom right of the SOM occur since those neural units are not adapted yet. 
The prototypes of cluster K (the light blue ones within the light blue rectangle) and the 
prototypes of T (the dark pink ones in the pink rectangle) are highlighted. We enlarge 
the section of the SOM within the red rectangle in (c) and (d) to represent the prototypes 
similarities of K and T. (b) The clusters extracted from CONN visualization of the same 
SOM. (c) The mU-matrix of the selected region. The prototypes of K and T are relatively 
dissimilar to the ones neighbors at the horizontal and vertical direction (whiter fences). Note 
the diagonal similarities of their prototypes to the prototypes in another cluster, which is 
identified by two dark gray pixels. However, this two-pixel representation can easily be 
missed in this 40 x 40 SOM. (c) CONN visualization indicates the diagonal similarities by 
relatively strong connections among those prototypes (shown within the rectangles). 
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the clearer separation obtained by CONN visualization. This produces more occur

rences of some colors, such as light turquoise (b, regions at the bottom right corner of 

the map) and light yellow (E, wet clayey part of the dry lake). The relatively small 

clusters including G (Shingle Pass tuff, "The Wall", dark blue linear feature along 

NE-SW direction, one segment is shown in white rectangle) can be delineated from 

both representations. There are some details extracted only by CONN visualization 

such as cluster R extracted from mU-matrix is extracted as two clusters R and 1 (light 

green and dark blue regions outlined by red rectangles) that are spatially coherent 

and have distinct signatures. 21 of 23 classes (geological units that were identified 

originally for supervised classification) are among the clusters extracted from CONN 

visualization, as it was the case for the earlier cluster map in Figure 2.15, top. How

ever, two classes, K (light blue, basalt cobbles around the dry lake, one segment is 

shown in the black rectangle in Figure 2.15, top) and T (a wet playa cluster, dark 

pink within the red circle in Figure 2.15, top) are missed in the CONN visualization. 

When the mU-matrix is further analyzed with the help of the prototype similarities 

provided by CONN visualization, it is seen that the prototypes of K are clearly 

separated from the prototypes that are SOM neighbors in the horizontal and vertical 

direction but they are indeed very similar to the ones that are neighbors at the NE-SW 

direction which are prototypes of another cluster. This similarity is demonstrated in 

Figure 2.16. Since the similarity between the prototypes that are neighbors diagonally 

is highlighted by only two pixels in mU-matrix, it may be hard to see how similar 

those prototypes are. The strong connections across those prototypes clearly indicate 

their similarity, and focus our attention to the similarity shown by only two pixels in 

mU-matrix. The case is the same for the cluster T. This indicates that the prototypes 

may not be sufficiently learned to distinguish K and T as distinct patterns in this 
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Figure 2.17 : (a) CONN visualization of the 40 x 40 SOM after 8,000,000 learning steps. 
Prototypes of K and T are outlined by light rectangle and dark pink rectangle, respectively, 
(b) Cluster labels overlain the CONN visualization. See Figure 2.15 for how these clusters 
map back to the spatial image. 

SOM where there are 300,000 learning steps (that is showing each data sample to 

SOM about once, on average). To continue the SOM learning may help identify them 

as separate clusters due to the property that the SOM learns the relative distances 

of prototypes quickly but the finer details about the data structure slowly. The 

connectivity strengths between the prototypes benefit from more learning due to 

(possibly) more accurate mapping of data vectors. 

We continued training of this SOM until 8 million learning steps. Figure 2.17 

shows the resulting CONN visualization and the clusters extracted from it on the 

SOM. All prototypes are adapted with 8 million learning steps, contrary to the 300,000 

learning steps case where some prototypes are not adapted (Figure 2.16.a). Fig

ure 2.18 shows the extracted clusters from CONN visualization in Figure 2.17. There 
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Figure 2.18 : Cluster map extracted from CONN visualization of the SOM after 8 million 
learning steps. There is a strong similarity between this map and the ones in Fig. 2.15. 
All known clusters can be extracted, including K (light blue outlined by black rectangle) 
and T (dark pink in red circle). Cluster R and 1, which are also extracted in Fig. 2.15, 
bottom, are extracted (light green and dark blue areas outlined by red rectangles). Cluster 
Q is extracted as two spatially coherent clusters (Q and m within red ellipse) with slightly 
different signatures. There is a new unique cluster (k, outlined by the black ellipse) which 
covers unclustered areas in Figure 2.15, top. Clusters R and 1; e and f; Q and m; K and k are 
highlighted in Fig. 2.19 and compared to the clusters extracted from mU-matrix (Fig. 2.15). 
is a strong similarity to the cluster maps in Figure 2.15. The 39 clusters extracted in 

Figure 2.18 are 35 clusters extracted from mU-matrix and 4 new clusters, 3 of which 

(1, f, m) are subclusters of the clusters R, e and Q, respectively and a new unique 

cluster (k). Figure 2.20 shows the mean signatures of these 39 clusters. All 23 iden

tified classes, including K and T, can be extracted from the CONN visualization. 

The prototypes of K and T are now relatively strongly connected to the prototypes 

within their corresponding cluster and have weak connections across the prototypes 

in other clusters (Figure 2.17). 
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We now point out the improvements of this clustering to the clusterings in Fig

ure 2.15. One difference is the extraction of subclusters. We annotate some of them in 

Figure 2.15 and in Figure 2.18 and show such details in Figure 2.19. For example, the 

cluster R extracted from mU-matrix is divided into two spatially coherent subclusters 

R and 1 (shown by red rectangles) as it is partitioned in CONN visualization based 

cluster map in Figure 2.15, bottom, which was after 300,000 learning steps. Another 

subcluster structure is the region outlined by red oval where the wet playa cluster 

Q is divided into Q and m which are two spatially coherent clusters with slightly 

different signatures. Figure 2.21.(a) indicates that subclusters R and 1; and Q and 

m are distinct from each other and their union produce the parent cluster R and Q 

in mU-matrix map, respectively. This may validate R and 1 as two different clusters. 

The difference between the signatures of Q and m is relatively smaller than the dif

ference between the signatures of R and 1 but it is as high as the difference between 

two other wet playa clusters S and T (Figure 2.22). This can be an indication that 

Q and m may be two distinct wet playa structures. Cluster e is also divided into two 

clusters e and f which appears spatially coherent in two separate locations outlined 

by black ellipses in Figure 2.19, Yet, the mean signatures of e and f are almost the 

same except around the bands 1.2//m and 1.6/im where they differ slightly. This may 

not merit them as two separate clusters but it may merit small structural variations 

within the same cluster which can be further analyzed by a geologist. 

Another difference of this cluster map is the extraction of a new cluster, k, which 

is significantly different than the other extracted clusters, and covers pixels at the 

bottom right of the image, which are left unclustered in Figure 2.15, top and captured 

as b in Figure 2.15, bottom. In Figure 2.19, we also highlight the data vectors labeled 

as K for a better representation of this cluster. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.19 : Selected clusters (R, 1, e, f, Q, m; K; and k) from the cluster maps: (a) from 
CONN visualization (Figure 2.18) (b) from mU-matrix (Figure 2.15). The subclusters (R 
and 1, e and f, and Q and m) are spatially coherent. The subclusters R and 1; Q and m 
have slightly different signatures whereas e and f have very similar signatures (Figure 2.21). 
Cluster k is a cluster extracted only from CONN visualization, k has a unique signature 
and covers unclustered areas in the mU-matrix cluster map. 

One detail about the signatures of the clusters in Figure 2.18 is that these sig

natures generally have tighter envelopes (less maximum minimum difference between 

the reflectance values of the data vectors within the cluster in each band) and smaller 

variances than the signatures of clusters in Figure 2.15. We only compare some se

lected signatures and their envelopes in Figure 2.21. Tighter envelopes and smaller 

variances may be especially important for subclusters of wet playa, i.e., Q, S, T, 

where their signatures slightly differ. This may indicate that the delineation of clus

ter boundaries is relatively more accurate due to more learning and clear separation 

among clusters provided by the CONN visualization. 

We conclude that we can detect precise structures in high-dimensional data through 

CONN visualization. In our performance evaluation of the semi-manual clustering 

from CONN visualizations for both Ocean City and for LCVF, we use the ground 
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Figure 2.20 : Mean signatures of the clusters, in Figure 2.18, extracted from the CONN 
visualization of the 40 x 40 after 8,000,000 learning steps. Similar clusters are placed next 
to each other. Vertical bars on the mean signatures indicate standard deviation in each 
band. Clusters f, 1 and m are additional clusters which were part of clusters e, R and Q 
in mU-matrix map respectively. The detailed comparison of their signatures is given in 
Figure 2.21. k is a new cluster with significantly different signature. 
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Figure 2.21 : (a) Comparison of mean signatures of the subclusters (R and 1; e and f; Q and 
m) extracted from CONN visualization to their parent clusters (R, e and Q) extracted from 
mU-matrix. Blue and black signatures represent the subclusters of the parent cluster whose 
signature is red. The shown difference in the signatures of subclusters and their parent 
clusters together with their spatial coherency (Figure 2.19) may validate the subcluster 
structures, (b) Mean signatures and envelopes (minimum and maximum value at each band) 
of selected clusters (A, Q, S and T) from cluster map obtained from CONN visualization 
in Figure 2.18, (c) A, Q, S and T from mU-matrix cluster map (Figure 2.15, top). Note the 
wider envelopes in (c), which may be indicators of incorrect labeling of some data vectors. 
The clusters Q, S and T have similar signatures with slight differences, and hence a tighter 
envelope and a smaller variance may be important to identify precise delineation of those 
clusters. 
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Figure 2.22 : (a) Comparison of mean signatures of the wet play clusters Q, S, T and 
m. The clusters Q and m; S and T have similar signatures with slight differences. The 
difference between Q and m is at least as much as (or greater than) the difference between 
S and T, which may validate m as a different wet playa cluster. 

truth provided by the domain experts. In many cases, there may not be any ground 

truth or we want to measure the quality of clustering according to some objective 

(dis)similarity criteria. For such analysis of the quality of unsupervised clustering 

results, a common way is the use of cluster validity indices. However, existing indices 

are often inadequate for meaningful evaluation of extracted clusters where there are 

many clusters of varying statistics. We address this in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

A new cluster validity index 
for evaluation of clustering results 

3.1 Current cluster validity indices 

Evaluation of how well the extracted clusters fit the natural partitions of the data 

set is one of the fundamental challenges in unsupervised clustering because the data 

structure or the number of clusters are unknown a priori. An evaluation measure, 

the so called cluster validity index, is commonly used to decide the best partitioning 

among different clustering results with respect to the natural cluster structure in the 

data set. A cluster validity index can be constructed by using one of three types 

of criteria: external criteria, internal criteria, and relative criteria [41]. An external 

criterion is the evaluation of the obtained cluster structure with respect to a pre-

specified structure while an internal criterion is the evaluation with respect to a 

proximity matrix of the data vectors. A relative criterion, which is the most common 

approach, is an evaluation by comparing the validity of several clustering results. 

We focus on validity indices based on a relative criterion since we have no a priori 

information about the data structure. There are many different methods for such 

investigations of the validity of crisp clustering [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] or of 

fuzzy clustering [50, 51, 52, 53]. In this work, we use crisp clustering algorithms. 

In order to evaluate the extracted clusters, most validity indices measure the ratio 

of between cluster separation and within cluster scatter [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51]. The 
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following sections briefly explain how separation and scatter measures are calculated 

in current indices and how those indices are constructed. 

3.1.1 Validity indices based on distance metrics 

The separation and scatter measures are often calculated based on the distances be

tween cluster centroids, and average distances of data vectors to the cluster centroids 

respectively [42, 45, 46, 50, 47]. This approach meaningfully interprets the cluster va

lidity if the clusters are (hyper)spherical. However, it becomes inadequate for clusters 

with various shapes since the clusters are only represented by their centroids. Several 

metrics for calculation of between-cluster and within-cluster distances to determine 

the separation and scatter are given in Table 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Dunn used single linkage (the distance between the closest data vectors in two 

different clusters) [43] to define the separation between clusters, which can be effec

tively used for well-separated clusters regardless of their shapes. It is however very 

sensitive to noise and gives incorrect interpretation in case of overlapping clusters. 

Bezdek and Pal generalized the Dunn index (GDI) by using different distance mea

sures to define separation and scatter, and concluded that the most reliable results 

for hyperspherical clusters were obtained when all data vectors in the clusters are 

considered in the computation of the distances [44]. Similar to the generalization of 

Dunn index, different modifications of the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) [42] or the 

Xie-Beni index [50] were also proposed [51, 45] to achieve a meaningful interpretation 

of cluster validity for any shapes of clusters. Yet, available distance measures for 

separation and scatter may be unsatisfactory for data sets with clusters of different 

types and sizes. This is because the cluster structure is usually defined not only by 

the distances between the data vectors but also how they are distributed within the 
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3.1.2 Validity indices based on distance metrics and density distribution 

A number of new indices, proposed in recent years, integrate the data distribution 

and the distance metrics in the index [49, 52, 54]. For crisp clustering where the 

clusters are of different shapes, a recent index, CDbw (composite density between and 

within clusters) [49] is the most promising one due to the use of cluster prototypes 

(representatives) rather than using only the cluster centroids. CDbw calculates the 

validity measure based on intra- and inter-cluster densities, and single linkage between 

clusters. The intra-cluster density of a cluster is related to the number of data samples 

which are within one standard deviation from their respective prototypes. The inter-

cluster density of two clusters is proportional to the number of data samples within one 

standard deviation from the mid-point of the closest prototypes in different clusters. 

However, CDbw fails to represent true inter- and intra-cluster densities when the 

clusters have inhomogeneous density distribution. 

3.1.3. Construction of the validity index 

In addition to the choice of distance metrics for separation and scatter of individual 

clusters, construction of the index using these metrics is also important. One way to 

construct the index is to calculate the ratio between the total or maximum within 

cluster scatter and minimum separation between clusters such as in the Dunn [43], 

GDI [44],and the Xie-Beni index [50]. For example, GDI is calculated as follows: 

a P J = min{min{ ^ " ' 5 ^ } } (3.1) 
m n maxk{d.wj(Ck)} 

where Cm,Cn and Ck are clusters; dbj and dw_j can be any distance metric from 

Table 3.1 or any other that the user defines. The index constructed this way heavily 
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depends on the cluster with the maximum scatter and on the pair of clusters with 

the minimum separation. If there is a large cluster, or there are two small clusters 

which are very close to each other, the index will be dominated by them and will be 

insensitive to the separation or scatter of other clusters, which in turn produces an 

incorrect measure. Another way to construct the index is by averaging the ratio of the 

within-cluster scatter to the between-cluster separation over all clusters. This way 

of index construction is only possible when the separation and the scatter measures 

together provide a meaningful geometric interpretation of the cluster structure. A 

good example is DBI which is calculated with the distance metrics <4_cent and dWJxnt 

as follows: 

K k^l m dbjcent(CkiCm) 

With this construction, DBI provides a correct interpretation for data sets with hy-

perspherical clusters. In our experience considering the relation of all clusters (as in 

the case of DBI) provides more meaningful results with the appropriate metrics, be

cause the cluster structure is relative information and more dependent on the relation 

between any neighbor clusters than the relation between the closest pair of clusters. 

3.2 Our proposed index, Conn-Index, based on da ta topology 

Our goal is to define a validity index that can successfully evaluate prototype based 

clusterings of any data set with varying cluster statistics such as different shapes 

or sizes. We introduce a new validity index, Conn Judex, based on connectivity 

strengths of the prototypes. We also show that ConnJndex can provide meaningful 

measures when different prototypes are omitted in different clusterings, such as in 

semi-manual clustering of the SOM prototypes [13]. 
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Table 3.1 : Selected within-cluster and between-cluster distance metrics to determine scat
ter and separation. Ck and Ci are clusters, xs, xs/ G Ck', xt € Cm;Nk,Nm: number of 
samples in Cfc, Cm , and Cfc,cm are the centroids of Cfc, CTO. 

Within-cluster distance metrics 

dwj(Ck), i '• selected metric 

J l(~1 \ J2s,a'WXs~X3'\\ 
U-w_aVg\^k) Nk{Nk-l) 

i i n \ £«,S'I|3«-Cfc|| 

(Ck) maxsmins/{||a; 
s -^s' II / 

dWJmax\Ck) rnaxS)S/{||a;s — xsi\\} 

Between-cluster distance metrics 

db.j{Ck, Cm), j l : selected metric 

Ub-avgV^ki^m) NkxNm 

"'bjcenty^'ki^m) W^k C m | | 

db.siinki.Ck, Cm) minStt{||xs - xt \|} 

db.comp{Ck,Cm) m3xg)i{||a;s — #i||} 

Figure 3.1 : Several metrics for within-cluster (dWJ[xnt, dw_max, dw_nn_max) and between-
cluster (db.ce.nti db^comp, <4.s/mfc) distances. dw_cent is the average distance to the cluster 
centroid, dwjmax is the maximum distance between the points within the cluster, dw_nn_max 

is the maximum of the nearest neighbor distances, db^cent is the distance between the cluster 
centroids, decamp (dbsiink) 'is the maximum (minimum) distance between any two points 
across the clusters. Table 3.1 gives their mathematical expressions, decent and dWjCent are 
the most commonly used metrics. 

http://db.siinki.Ck
http://db.ce.nti
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3.2.1 Definition of Conn-Index 

We define Conn-Index with the help of two quantities: the intra-cluster connectivity 

(IntraJJonn) and the inter-cluster connectivity (Inter-Conn). Assume K clusters, 

N prototypes Pi (i = 1,2,..., N) in a data set (N > K), and let Ck, Q denote two 

different clusters, 1 < k, I < K. 

Definition 1: The intra-cluster connectivity of a cluster Ck, IntraJConn(Ck), is 

the ratio of the number of data vectors in Ck which have both their BMU and second 

BMU in Ck, to the total number of data vectors in Ck-' 

Intra-Conn(Ck) = ^ ^ 3 l - ' (3.3) 
EZilRFijl-.wiECk} \ ] 

and the intra-cluster connectivity, IntraJJonn, is the average of intra-cluster con

nectivities over all clusters; i.e., 
K 

Intra-Conn = 2_^Intra-Conn(Ck)/K (3-4) 
• ' • * . ' • : ' • • 

By definition, Intra.Conn(Ck) £ [0,1] where a greater value shows more connec

tivity strengths are within the cluster (more data vectors in Ck have also their second 

BMU in Ck), i.e., Ck is more self-contained. If the second BMUs of all data vectors in 

Ck are also in Ck (there is no connection to any other cluster), IntraJOonn(Ck) = 1. 

In order to define the inter-cluster connectivity (similarity) between clusters Ck 

and Ci, Inter-Conn(Ck,Ci), we consider the prototypes at the cluster boundaries 

since those prototypes are the ones which often facilitates the separation between 

clusters. A prototype at a cluster boundary is the one which has connections to more 

than one cluster. 

Definition 2: The inter-cluster connectivity, Inter-Conn(Ck,Ci), of clusters Ck 

and Ci is the ratio of the connectivity strengths between Ck and C\ to the total con

nectivity strengths of those prototypes in Ck which have a connection to a prototype 
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iriQ, 

Conn(Ck,Ci) 

^{CONNii^-.WieP^} Inter-Conn(Ck,Cl)=^Nr„_Z, I _ „ , (3-5) 

N 

with Conn(Ck,Q) = ^2{C0NN(i,j) : Wi €'Ck;Wj G Q} 
«>j 

and Pk\i = {wi: wt G Ck, 3 Wj G C; : \RFij\ > 0}. 

Inter JCcmn(Ck, C{) shows how similar the prototypes at the boundary of Ck are 

to the ones at the boundary of Ci in comparison to the similarity of the prototypes 

within Cfc. If Ck and Ci are completely separated (there are no cross connections), 

InterJConn{Ck,C{) = 0. A greater InterJConn(Ck\Ci) is an indication of a greater 

degree of similarity between Ck and C\. When InterjConn(Ck,Ci) > 0.5, those 

prototypes in Ck which have connections to Ci are more similar to the prototypes in 

C\ rather than to the prototypes in Ck, which is to say either they should in fact be 

in Cu or Ck and Q should be combined. The cluster most similar to Ck is the one 

which produces the maximum Inter J3onn(Ck,Ci). Figure 3.2 gives an illustration 

on how to calculate Inter.Conn. 

Definition 3: The inter-cluster connectivity (average similarity), Inter-Conn, is 

the average of the inter-cluster connectivities of clusters, Inter-Conn(Ck): 

1 K 1 K 

Inter-Conn = — T J Inter-Conn{Ck) = — / J max Inter-Conn(Ck, C{) (3.6) 
k k ' -

Similarly to Intra-Conn, Inter-Conn G [0,1] by definition. Since Inter-Conn is 

the average similarity, 1—Inter-Conn becomes the dissimilarity (separation) measure. 
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Finally we define Conn Judex as: 

C onn Judex — IntraJJonn x {1 — Inter-Conn) (3.7) 

Conn Index G [0,1], increases with better clustering, and has a maximum of 

1 when the clusters are separated. The computational complexity of Conn Judex 

is 0(N3) which is decided by the complexity of Inter-Conn. IntraJJonn has a 

computational complexity of 0(N2) since we need to find any connections (which can 

be at most N) of N prototypes. Inter-Conn however has a computational complexity 

of 0(N3) since we need to find any connections of each prototype andof its neighbors. 

0(N3) depends only on the number of prototypes and independent from the data 

dimensionality and from the number of data vectors. This makes Conn Judex easily 

applicable for large and high-dimensional data sets. 

To exemplify how Conn Judex is calculated, Figure 3.2 shows a clustering of 

eleven prototypes into three groups, A, B and C. Numbers on the connecting edges 

show the connectivity strengths between the respective prototypes. For the prototypes 

at the cluster boundaries {p5,P6,Ps, P9 and pio), RFij are also indicated. B has 14 

(6+4+4) data vectors whose BMU and second BMU are in B. B also has 3 data 

vectors whose second BMU is in another cluster (RFP6P5 + RFPepg = 2 + 1 = 3). Thus 

Intra-Conn(B) is 14/17. Similarly, IntraJJonn(A) is 18/19 and IntraJJonn{C) is 

11/13, which produce IntraJJonn = 0.87. The total connectivity strength between 

B and C is CONN(p6,p9) + CONN(p8,p10) = 2 + 1 = 3. The prototypes in B that 

have connection(s) to C arepe &ndp8. Their connections within B are CONN{p6,pr), 

CONN(p6,p8) and CONN(p8,p7) which sum up to 14. Hence, Inter JO'onn(B,C) 

is 3/17. Similarly, InterJJonn{B,A) is 3/13 which results in Inter-Conn(B) = 

max(3/13,3/17) = 3/13. A and C are only connected to B, so Inter-Conn(A) = 3/10 

and Inter-Conn{C) = 3/14 which result in Inter JJonn = 0.25 and Conn Judex = 
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0.87 x 0.75 = 0.65. If A would have two more prototypes PAI and pA2 as shown 

in Figure 3.2.d, Intra-Conn(A) will be 27/28 which is larger than 18/19 because 

the number of prototypes which have its second BMU in other clusters will remain 

the same while the size of A increases. A becomes more within-cluster connections 

than before (more self-contained). The addition of these prototypes does not affect 

the separation of A, B and C because the separation measure depends only on the 

prototypes at the cluster boundaries. Yet, Conn-Index becomes slightly larger which 

indicates a better clustering because of a slightly more self-contained cluster. 

Intra.Conn depends on the sizes of the clusters. Therefore, Intra-Conn will 

certainly decrease with increasing number of clusters unless the clusters are split along 

natural cluster boundaries. Contrarily, Inter-Conn depends only on the connections 

of prototypes at the cluster boundaries. If the separation is not along the natural 

boundaries, Inter-Conn will produce relatively high values (small 1 — Inter-Conn). 

3.3 Performance evaluation of Conn-Index 

When comparing indices, we want to show whether they favor the natural partitions 

as the best clustering. We compare the indices computed for the clusterings obtained 

by different clustering methods to the indices computed for the known true labeling 

(true clusters). We compare ConnJndex to the commonly used Davies-Bouldin index 

(DBI) [42], to the generalized Dunn index (GDI) [44] and to CDbw [49]. GDI is 

used with centroid linkage (dbj:ent) and average distance of points to cluster centroids 

(dwjcent) as the inter- and intra-cluster distance metrics, respectively. A better cluster 

quality is indicated by a smaller DBI while it is indicated by a greater GDI, CDbw 

and ConnJndex. Theoretically DBI, GDI and CDbw may have values in [0, oo) while 

Conn-Index 6 [0,1]. However, DBI and GDI usually have a small range of values 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2 : (a) An example of how Conn Judex is calculated. There are three clusters, 
A, B and C, and 11 prototypes indicated by pi,P2,- • • ,Pii- The numbers on the edges 
connecting two prototypes are the connectivity strengths between those prototypes. We also 
indicate RFPiPj for the prototypes at the boundaries, RFP5P6 = 1, RFP6P5 = 2; RFP6Pg = 
RFpgP6 = RFPl0PS = 1 and RFPsPl0 = 0. (b) The connections that are used in calculation 
of Intra-Conn(A) = 18/19 are highlighted. Red connections are the connections within 
A, while the black connection is the one to cluster B. (c) The connections considered in 
Inter-Conn(A, B) = 3/10 are drawn in red (within cluster connections of prototypes at the 
cluster boundary) and in black (connection across A and B). (d) Cluster A has two more 
prototypes, PAI and pA2- These additions increase Intra.Conn(A) which is to say A has 
more within-cluster connections than A in (a). Inter Conn is not affected by addition of 
PAi andp^2-
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(in bur experience with different data sets, their maximum value did not exceed 

5), whereas CDbw spans a much larger range of values depending on the number 

of data vectors and their distribution (for example, CDbw can be more than 50). 

The comparison of index values across different indices hence is unclear even if they 

have the same range (such as the case of DBI and GDI). Therefore, index values are 

evaluated within the same index with respect to different clusterings to determine 

which partitioning is the best. Some specific index values can indicate the cluster 

structure. For example, Conn-Index — 1 means that the clusters are well-separated 

whereas any other Conn-Index indicates an overlapping case (as Conn-Index goes 

to 0, the degree of overlapping increases). For DBI, an index value greater than 1 

means that either there are overlapping clusters or the natural partitions are not 

hyperspherical. However, if DBI is less than 1, this does not necessarily indicate 

well-separated clusters. Due to the fact that GDI considers the maximum scatter 

and minimum separation but not the relative dissimilarity for each pair of cluster, a 

well-separated case can be represented by any GDI value. 

In our experiments on synthetic or real data sets with different dimensionalities, 

number of clusters, cluster shapes, ConnJndex favors the natural partitions over any 

other partitioning whereas the other three indices favor k-means clustering with some 

k over the natural partitions [13]. We analyze the performance of ConnJndex on 

the clusterings of synthetic data sets (lsun [6], clown [2]) and of real data sets. The 

real data sets are 3 simple data sets from UCI machine learning repository,and the 

Ocean City, and LCVF spectral images described in Section 2.4. We demonstrate the 

performance of ConnJndex in the following sections. 
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Figure 3.3 : A simple 2-d data set (Lsun [6]) and its clustering. A 10x10 SOM was used to 
obtain the prototypes. Small dots are data points, symbols indicate prototypes, with labels 
assigned by a clustering algorithm. Top row: (a) Lsun (3 clusters) and its prototypes with 
true labels in data space. Small open circles represent prototypes with empty receptive fields 
(interpolating prototypes). Clusters have varying statistics but they are well separated, (b) 
CONN visualization for this data set in data space. The separations between clusters 
are indicated by unconnected prototypes. Middle row: Single linkage clustering. (Exact 
number of clusters to be generated is predefined) (c) k=4 (for which the Con.nJ.ndex is 
maximum, Table 3.2), (d) with the true number (3) of clusters, (e) Conn-Index and its 
components for single linkage clustering. Bottom row: k-means clustering (f) k=2 (at 
maximum Conn-Index), (g) with the true number of clusters, (h) Conn-Index and its 
components for k-means clustering 

http://Con.nJ.ndex
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Table 3.2 : Validity indices for the clusterings of Lsun given in Figure 3.3 

Clustering 

method 

True labels 

Single 

linkage 

k-means 

k = # o f 

clusters 

k=3 

k=2 

k=3 

k=4 

k=5 

k=2 

k=3 

k=4 

k=5 

Cluster validity indices 

DBI 

0.77 

1.16 

1.36 

0.74 

0.78 

0.93 

0.77 

0.61 

0.58 

GDI 

1.37 

0.83 

0.35 

0.51 

0.41 

1.50 

1.67 

1.63 

1.83 

CDbw 

0.96 

1.18 

1.17 

1.03 

2.05 

1.34 

0.76 

1.64 

1.80 

ConnJndex 

1.0 

0.37 

0.84 

0.88 

0.68 

0.70 

0.51 

0.34 

0.54 

3.3.1 Performance of Conn-Index for a simple data set 

Lsun [6] is a 2-d data set with 400 data points grouped into three well separated 

clusters (two rectangular, one spherical). Figure 3.3.(a) shows the data and the lOx 10 

prototypes with the cluster labels. The separation of the true clusters is also supported 

by the CONN visualization in Figure 3.3-(b), which gives Conn-Index = 1. When 

we cluster the Lsun prototypes by single linkage, the closest result to the true labels 

is the one with 4 clusters (Figure 3.3. (c)) where the only difference is a singleton 

prototype. The result with 3 clusters merges two rectangular ones and has an extra 

singleton as shown in Figure 3.3.(d). Out of these, ConnJndex (Table 3.2) favors 

the 4-clusters partitioning with a maximum value of 0.88, but this index value (0.88) 

is less than the value for true clusters (1.0), as expected. Among the other indices, 

DBI, GDI and CDbw, in Table 3.2, GDI is the only index which favors the true well 
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separated case over any single linkage clustering. However, GDI is lower for the best 

single linkage partitioning (k=4) than for k=2, which is not as good as the k=4 case, 

therefore, GDI does not provide a true measure. This is due to its dependency on 

the minimum separation between any clusters. In contrast, the other three indices 

provide relatively close values for both cases due to their averaging property. 

The k-means clustering of Lsun is unsuccessful due to the nonspherical clusters 

that are close to each other (Figures 3.3.(f)-(g)). Due to the same reasons, all indices 

except Conn Judex favor five clusters for k-means (Table 3.2), which is the case where 

the two clusters are split into four spherical ones. They also favor this case over the 

true labels. Contrarily, the maximum Conn Judex is 0.70, which is significantly 

lower than 1.0, indicates the poorer quality of k-means compared to the true labels. 

The closeness of Conn-Index to 0.5 for k=5 also indicates that the prototypes at 

the boundaries are incorrectly labeled. Conn Judex highlights the cases where the 

clusters are more separated in terms of data topology rather than the distance among 

them. For example, single linkage clustering with k=3 produces a better partition 

than any k-means clustering with respect to Conn Judex since all k values for k-means 

produces strongly connected partitions. 

3.3.2 Performance of Conn Judex for the clown data 

The clown data set and its 19 x 17 prototypes [2] are shown in Figure 2.2. It is a 

2-d data set with 2220 data vectors. There are different types of clusters with two 

super clusters (face, sparse body) and outliers. The face is composed of a spherical 

right eye, a left eye with three subclusters, an elliptical nose and a U-shaped mouth. 

Figure 3.4.(a) shows these 9 clusters, 2 of which are singletons (outliers in this case). 

For performance comparison of the indices, in Figure 3.4.(b), we show a hierarchical 
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(a) (b) (c) 

; (d) (e) (f) 

Figure 3.4 : Clustering of the clown data set. The data points are shown with yellow dots 
and the prototypes are labeled by symbols. Top: (a) True labels. There are 9 clusters 
(2 of them, + and *, are singletons). The remaining seven clusters are: body (hexagons), 
nose (•), mouth (v), right eye (<) and three left eye clusters (o, >, *). (b) Clustering by 
a hierarchical algorithm by Vesanto and Alhoniemi [2]. The 2 singletons are merged to the 
closest cluster. There are 7 clusters with a few incorrect labels, (c) A clustering similar to 
(b) except the two subclusters (> and x) in the middle of left-eye are merged (>), in order 
to analyze how the indices behave to this change. Bottom: k-means clustering with (d) 
k=2, (e) k=4, (f) k=5. The index values of these clusterings are shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 : Validity indices for the clusterings of clown in Figure 3.4 

Clustering 

method 

True labels 

Fig. 3.4. (a) 

Fig. 3.4. (b) 

Fig. 3.4.(c) 

k-means 

k = # o f 

clusters 

k=9 

k=8 

k=7 

k=2 

k=3 

k=4 

k=5 

k=6 

k=7 

k=8 

Cluster validity indices 

DBI 

0.58 

0.61 

0.58 

0.58 

0.64 

0.49 

0.54 

0.57 

0.73 

0.73 

GDI 

0.15 

0.07 

0.31 

2.29 

1.15 

1.01 

0.69 

0.40 

0.44 

0.50 

CDbw 

0.39 

0.49 

0.56 

4.92 

2.32 

5.48 

9.18 

2.40 

3.00 

4.32 

ConnJndex 

0.88 

0:74 

0.83 

0.89 

0.83 

0.76 

0.39 

0.56 

0.53 

0.65 

ConnJndex components 

Inter_Conn 

0.10 

0.19 

0.14 

0.08 

0.14 

0.22 

0.59 

0.41 

0.43 

0.26 

Intra_Conn 

0.97 

0.91 

0.97 

0.97 

0.96 

0.97 

0.94 

0.94 

0.93 

0.88 

clustering produced by [2]. This clustering extracts 8 clusters with a few incorrect 

labels as shown. We also combined the two subclusters (> and x) in the left eye in 

Figure 3.4. (b) to discuss the effect of small changes in the clustering. This modified 

version, shown in Figure 3.4.(c), has 7 clusters. Figure 3.4.(d)-(f) provide the results 

of the k-means clustering for k=2, 4, 5. The k-means clustering is only successful for 

k=2 where the two clusters are face and body which have spherical structures. As k 

becomes larger, the partitioning is less similar to the natural partitions (Figure 3.4). 

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5 give the indices for different partitions of the clown in 

Figure 3.4. When we compare the indices for the clusterings in Figure 3.4.(b)-(c), 

there is a high increase in GDI such that it favors Figure 3.4. (c) over the true labels. 

This is because GDI depends on the minimum separation (which has increased by 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5 : Validity indices for k-means clustering of clown, (a) Comparison of DBI, 
GDI, CDbw and Conn Judex for k-means clustering of clown. CDbw is normalized by 
its maximum value 9.18. The indices for the true labels are CDbw = 0.39, DBI = 0.58, 
GDI = 0.15, and ConnJndex = 0.88. All indices except ConnJndex favor a k-means 
clustering over the natural partitions, (a) Conn-Index and its components IntraJConn 
and Inter-Conn. IntraJConn monotonically decreases with increasing k (except for k=13, 
15) since the greater k does not produce a better partitioning but reduces the size of 
the extracted clusters. Inter.Conn is maximum for k=5 where some strongly connected 
prototypes are incorrectly labeled. 

merging the two subclusters) rather than the relative comparison of separation as in 

DBI, CDbw, and ConnJndex. As it is stated earlier, DBI, CDbw and ConnJndex 

are less sensitive to this change because of their averaging property. 

ConnJndex produces very close values for k=2 and for true labels. It favors 

k=2 due to the supercluster structure in the data set. The index value drops slowly 

up to k=4 and significantly for larger k. GDI also favors k=2 while DBI chooses 

k=4 where there are four superclusters with several incorrect labelings of prototypes. 

Surprisingly, CDbw favors k=5 where the partitioning is quite different from the true 

labels. One reason can be the incorrect density estimation due to the varying statistics 

of clusters. When the index values are compared to the values of the true labels, GDI, 

DBI, and CDbw favor the incorrect partitionings of k-means (for example k=5, in 
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Table 3.4 : Validity indices for k-means clustering of three real data sets: Breast Cancer 
Wisconsin, Iris and Wine 

Data 

Sets 

Breast 

Cancer 

Wisconsin 

(k=2) 

Iris 

(k=3) 

Wine 

(k=3) 

Validity 

indices 

DBI 

GDI 

CDbw 

Conn Jndex 

DBI 

GDI 

CDbw 

ConnJndex 

DBI 

GDI 

CDbw 

ConnJndex 

Indices 

for true 

clusters 

0.80 

1.17 

6.03 

0.79 

0.81 

2.75 

1.06 

0.67 

1.36 

0.85 

0.24 

0.63 

Indices for k-means, 

k = # of clusters 

k=2 

0.76 

1.27 

43.7 

0.78 

0.49 

3.61 

4.77 

1.0 

1.26 

1.12 

0.67 

0.45 

k=3 

1.61 

0.66 

20.6 

0.64 

0.75 

2.62 

0.68 

0.62 

1.34 

0.97 

0.51 

0.55 

k=4 

1.86 

0.60 

19.3 

0.39 

0.92 

1.69 

0.41 

0.54 

1.58 

0.82 

0.45 

0.36 

k=5 

1.87 

0.28 

8.98 

0.30 

0.98 

1.38 

0.30 

0.53 

2.08 

0.37 

0.25 

0.23 

Figure 3.4.(e)) over the true labels due to the centroid based approach of DBI and 

GDI, and unsuccessful density estimation by CDbw. 

3.3.3 Performance of Conn-Index for real data sets with few clusters 

As the next step in performance evaluation of Conn-Index, we use three of the bench

mark data sets in the UCI Machine Learning Repository: Breast Cancer Wisconsin, 

Iris, and Wine. They have small number of data vectors and at most 3 classes. Even 

though the numbers of classes are small in these data sets, the analysis of clustering 

validity indices will provide hints whether the indices can be useful for larger data sets 
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with relatively large number of clusters. We cluster the prototypes of a 4x4 SOM by 

k-means clustering and compare the validity indices ConnJndex, DBI, GDI, CDbw 

(Table 3.4). 

Breast Cancer Wisconsin 

This data set consists of 699 samples with 10 features grouped into 2 linearly in

separable classes (benign or malignant). Conn-Index in Table 3.4 favors the known 

labels as the best partitioning of the data set, and k-means clustering with k=2 as 

the second best. Contrarily, the indices DBI and GDI indicate k-means with k=2 as 

the best and the known labels as the second best. This is mainly because the known 

clusters are nonspherical and DBI and GDI are dependent on cluster centroids. For 

larger k values, there is a significant change in all indices, all showing worse parti

tioning. Surprisingly, CDbw favors any k-means clustering over the known labels. 

One reason can be the connected nature of the SOM which may produce prototypes 

close to the boundaries of the clusters, which in turn results in incorrect estimation 

of intra-cluster density by CDbw. 

Iris 

Iris is a benchmark data set for clustering and classification with 150 samples of three 

species, setosa, versicolor, and virginica. There are 50 samples per species with 4 

features, sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width. All indices select 

k-means clustering with k=2 as the best fit due to the inseparability of versicolor 

and virginica, and their clear separation from setosa. The runner-up is the true 

partitioning by GDI, CDbw and Conn-Index. DBI, however, chooses k-means with 

k=3 as the runner-up as expected. Another observation is that Conn-Index = 1 for 
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k-means with k=2 reflects that those 2 clusters are well separated and Conn Judex = 

0.67 for k=3 indicates a large overlap between clusters. Contrarily, even though DBI 

< 1.0 or GDI > 2.0 for k-means with k=3 or for the true labels, it does not mean 

that the groups are separated (they are overlapping indeed). 

Wine 

The Wine data set has 178 13-dimensional samples with 3 classes. The groups are 

separable even though they are nonspherical. Conn Judex is the only index which 

selects the known labels as the best partitioning. It also produces values less than 0.5 

for k=2,4,5 as an indication of bad partitioning. The other indices choose k-means 

with k=2 while the true number of clusters in Wine is 3. 

3.3.4 Performance comparison of indices for the clusterings of the Ocean 

City data 

For performance evaluation of indices for complicated data, we use the Ocean City 

data described in Section 2.4.2. In addition to the two semi-manual clusterings (one 

from CONN visualization and one from mU-matrix) in Section 2.4.2, we cluster the 

1600 (40 x 40) SOM prototypes by k-means. Figure 3.6 shows the clusters of the 

SOM prototypes, extracted by the two semi-manual clusterings and by k-means clus

tering with k=2 and k=4, in the SOM. For the cluster labels of the data samples, 

which are extracted semi-manually, we refer the reader to Figure 2.10. Table 3.5 

shows the index values for the semi-manual partitionings and for selected k-means. 

Among partitionings obtained by k-means, k=4 is favored as the best partitioning by 

Conn Judex and CDbw. These four clusters appear to be superclusters of the known 

28 ones explained in Figure 2.10. One supercluster (dark green) contains the known 
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vegetation classes (lawn, trees, bushes, etc.), the blue one comprises water classes 

(ocean, canals, pool, etc.), the brown one represents soils (marshlands, bare soil, etc.) 

and the fourth one (purple) comprises roads, concrete, different roof materials, etc. 

The partitioning with k=2, which is favored by DBI and GDI, combines vegetation 

and soil into one group, and everything else into another group. For larger k val

ues, k-means will produce smaller spherical clusters that become incorrect compared 

to the natural partitions. This is indicated by increasing DBI and decreasing GDI 

as k increases. Contrarily, CDbw and ConnJndex do not have monotonic relation 

with increasing k, and they favor the cases where the clusters are relatively more 

self-contained. When the indices of k-means are compared to the indices of the semi-

manual clusterings in Figure 3.6.(a)-(b), we expect the indices favor the latter ones 

due to expert knowledge and due to omitting of a few prototypes which are inter

polating ones among different clusters (black cells in Figure 3.6.(b)). Conn-Index 

favors the semi-manual clusterings over k-means clusterings for k > 4 since the re

sulting (spherical) partitions by k-means do not fit the natural ones. Contrarily, 

ConnJndex favors k-means partitioning with k = 2 or k = 4 over the semi-manual 

ones mainly because of the supercluster structure in the dataset, and partly due to 

the large sizes of clusters for k = 2 or k = 4, which produces a very high Intra.Conn 

values. DBI and CDbw favor any k-means clustering even for the poor clustering 

quality of k-means for k > 4. GDI, however, chooses the semi-manual clusterings 

over k-means with k > 10. This is due to the existence of small clusters in the semi-

manual cluster maps (Figure 2.10), while k-means produces (spherical) clusters of 

similar sizes. The small clusters have relatively smaller within-cluster distance, which 

heavily affects GDI. For the cases where the number of clusters is relatively large, 

and the clusters have different shapes and sizes, DBI, GDI and CDbw are unhelpful 
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Table 3.5 : Validity indices for the clusterings of Ocean City 

Type of 

Clustering 

CONNvis 

mU-mat 

k-means 

k = # o f 

clusters 

k=28 

k=28 

k=2 

k=4 

k-10 

k=20 

k=30 

Cluster validity indices 

DBI 

1.30 

1.17 

0.63 

0.65 

0.86 

1.14. 

1.22 

GDI 

0.55 

0.41 

2.75 

2.25 

0.62 

0.24 

0.23 

CDbw 

0.21 

0.18 

0.38 

2.33 

1.47 

0.89 

0.62 

ConnJndex 

0.66 

0.63 

0.70 

0.72 

0.61 

0.49 

0.55 

ConnJndex 

Inter _Conh 

0.21 

0.17 

0.26 

0.23 

0.34 

0.39 

0.31. 

Intra_Coiin 

0.83 

0.74 

0.98 

0.98 

0.92 

0.81 

0.79 

in evaluation of cluster validity whereas Conn-Index can evaluate the validity suc

cessfully due to the use of local data distribution and neighborhood relations through 

weighted connections of prototypes. 

3.3.5 A case study: Evaluation of clusterings when there are prototypes 

omitted from clusterings 

Due to the fact that the SOM facilitates the visualization of the structure of a higher-

dimensional data space on a rigid low-dimensional lattice, semi-manual clustering 

of the SOM prototypes based on visualizations is very common (see Chapter 2 for 

discussions on different schemes). The SOM visualizations provide tools to extract 

cluster boundaries. However, due to different visualizations schemes, different knowl

edge representation or processing by different users, different prototypes may remain 

unclustered indifferent clusterings of the same SOM. This usually produces different 

sets of clustered prototypes, and hence different numbers of (un)clustered prototypes 
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in different cluster maps. Yet, comparison of such different clusterings is of great 

importance for quantitative analysis of the clustering quality. 

Conn-Index, IntraJOonn and Inter.Conn provide the relation of the unclustered 

prototypes to the clustered ones. Because IntraJOonn measures how self-contained 

the clusters are according to the connections among prototypes, it reflects the impor

tance of the prototypes omitted from the clusters. For example, let pm be a prototype 

to be omitted from the cluster Ck and a, b be the numerator and denominator in equa

tion 3.3. If Intra JO onnnew(Ck) denotes the IntraJOonn values for cluster Ck'— {Pm}, 

then 

IntraJOonnnew (Ck) 
• E r ^ l ^ i i l : *"»%•£ Cfc} - Ej{CONN(mJ) : Pj € Ck} 

E £ { | f l F y | : ^ e C f e } - E f \RFmj\ 

a - Y:f{CONN(mJ) : Pj 6 Ck} 

b-Z?\RFmj\ 

Since a < b, IntraJOonnnew(Ck) will be smaller than IntraJOonn(Ck) = a/b in 

eq. 3.3, if 

N ' N 

J2{CONN(m,J):PjeCk}>^J2\RF^\-
i i 

When pm has all its connections to prototypes within Ck, then IntraJOonn{Ck) be

comes smaller by the removal of pm since ^2f {\RFmj\ : pj G Ck} = ]T^ \RFmj\. The 

decrease in IntraJOonn will indicate whether the omitted prototype pm is strongly 

connected to Ck or pm is an interpolating prototype among clusters. 

The prototypes at the overlapping regions of the clusters are expected to have 

connections with similar strengths to their own clusters compared to the connections 

to other clusters. Omitting such prototypes will not affect IntraJOonn significantly. 

However, omitting prototypes that have strong connections to a particular cluster 

reduces IntraJOonn, because this produces a relatively less self-contained cluster. 
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Figure 3.6 : Clusterings of the SOM prototypes of Ocean City overlain on the 40x40 SOM. 
Each grid cell is an SOM prototype, color coded with a cluster label. The intensities of the 
white fences around the cell are proportional to the distance between neighbor prototypes. 
Black cells are unclustered prototypes, (a) Clustering obtained from a modified U-matrix 
visualization [7], (b) Clustering from CONN visualization (Section 2.4.2) [8] (c) k-means 
clustering, k=2, d) k-means clustering, k=4. 
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This is because the prototypes at the edges of a cluster whose fringes are trimmed 

have strong connections to the unclustered prototypes near edges, which probably 

belong to that cluster. Hence a smaller IntraJCann indicates that some omitted 

prototypes should be clustered because of their strong correspondence with the clus

tered prototypes. IntraJConn can also be small for random partitioning. However, 

in such cases a high Inter-Conn value will indicate the incorrect grouping. When 

the omitted prototypes are at the cluster boundaries, a smaller number of clustered 

prototypes is expected to yield a smaller Inter-Conn value due to a reduced number 

of (or strengths of) connections across clusters. Contrarily, if the omitted prototypes 

are not at the boundaries, Inter-Conn remains the same regardless of the number 

of prototypes omitted. With the combined effect of IntraJConn and Inter.Conn, 

Conn-Index provides a quantitative measure for the cases when the number of clus

tered prototypes of the same SOM are not the same in different partitionings. 

Our two semi-manual clusterings of the 40 x 40 SOM of the Ocean City are shown 

in Figure 3.6. The first one (Figure 3.6.(a)) is obtained from a modified U-matrix [7] 

and has many omitted prototypes (black cells) due to the user's conservative judgment 

given the uncertainty about the boundaries in the SOM visualization. The second one, 

shown in Figure 3.6. (b), is obtained from CONN visualization (Section 2.4.2) and 

has very few omitted prototypes due to a clearer delineation by CONN visualization. 

For both cases, the extracted clusters (shown in Figure 2.10) look very similar to the 

known clusters except Figure 3.6.(a) leaves more data vectors unclustered due to less 

prototypes assigned to clusters. Table 3.5 shows the Conn-Index and its components 

for these clusterings. Omitting a large number of prototypes in Figure 3.6.(a) produces 

relatively smaller IntraJConn and Inter-Conn. This is to say, the clusters are more 

separated in this case but the unclustered prototypes are strongly connected to some 
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Figure 3.7 : Clusterings of the SOM prototypes of LCVF overlain on the 40x40 SOM. Each 
grid cell is an SOM prototype, color coded with a cluster label, (a) Clustering obtained from 
a modified U-matrix visualization of the SOM after 300,000 learning steps [9], (b) Clustering 
from CONN visualization of the SOM after 300,000 learning steps, (c) Clustering from 
CONN visualization of the SOM after 8,000,000 learning steps (Section 2.4.3). 

clusters which makes those clusters less self-contained. Because of the dominating 

decrease in IntraJCcmn in this case, Conn-Index favors the clustering based on 

CONN visualization over the clustering based on the modified U-matrix. 

3.3.6 Performance comparison of indices for the clusterings of the 194-

dimensional LCVF data 

We also compare the index performances for the clusterings of the 194-d LCVF data 

discussed in Section 2.4.3. Similarly to the case of Ocean City, we cluster the SOM 

prototypes with k-means in addition to the semi-manual partitionings that are shown 

on the SOM in Figure 3.7. The clusterings of data samples obtained from these SOM 

clusters have been shown in Figure 2.15. The index values for semi-manual clusterings 

and selected k-means clusterings are listed in Table 3.6. The large number of natural 

clusters is a challenge for a meaningful evaluation with validity indices. According 
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Table 3.6 : Validity indices for the clusterings of Lunar Crater Volcanic Field 

Type of 

Clustering 

CONNvis (8M) 

CONNvis (300K) 

mU-mat (300K) 

k-means 

k = # o f 

clusters 

k=39 

k=35 

k=35 

k=20 

k=25 

k=30 

k=35 

k=40 

Cluster validity indices 

DBI 

1.48 

1.57 

1.55 

1.14 

1.14 

1.19 

1.17 

1.17 

GDI 

0.35 

0.39 

0.37 

0.72 

0.63 

0.69 

0.66 

0.52 

ConnJndex 

0.62 

0.59 

0.56 

0.62 

0.60 

0.58 

0.58 

0.57 

ConnJndex 

Inter_Conn 

0.19 

0.20 

0.21 

0.25 

0.25 

0.26 

0.25 

0.25 

Intra_Conn 

0.77 

0.74 

0.72 

0.83 

0.80 

0.79 

0.77 

0.76 

to our discussion in Section 2.4.3, we expect that the indices favor the clustering 

through CONN visualization of the SOM with 8 million learning steps. This is 

indeed the case for Conn-Index with the minimum similarity (minimum Inter-Conn) 

between clusters. Contrarily, DBI and GDI again favor any k-means result. As 

expected, the GDI values decrease with increasing k because of GDI's dependence 

on only single distance values and decreasing size of clusters. The very-close DBI 

indicates that for any k, the extracted clusters are equally (dis)similar. Similarly, 

almost identical Inter-Conn values express the same. The Conn-Index decreases 

with higher k because of the decreasing IntraJConn due to incorrect partitioning 

produced by k-means, which yields smaller clusters with many outer connections as 

k increases. 

When the index values of semi-manual clustering from mil-matrix, shown in Fig-
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ure 3.7.(a), are compared to the ones oik-means, Conn Judex favors the latter ones 

even though Inter-Conn is relatively small for the former. This is because, clustering 

from mU-matrix omits some prototypes from clustering and those unclustered proto

types are strongly connected to the clustered ones, which is indicated by a relatively 

lower IntraJConn. 

In our performance evaluations for data sets with different cluster statistics, we 

have shown that Conn-Index meaningfully evaluates the cluster quality and outper

forms the indices DBI, GDI, and CDbw. We have also expressed how Conn-Index 

and its components Inter-Conn and IntraJConn can help quality comparison when 

some prototypes are unlabeled by the clustering methods, such as by the semi-manual 

clusterings shown for Ocean City and for LCVF. We aim at combining the effective 

criterion {Inter-Conn) for inter-cluster connectivity with the experience gained from 

the semi-manual clustering in Chapter 2, in order to automate the clustering process 

by using data characteristics. We will introduce an algorithm based exactly on that 

principle in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Automated clustering of SOMs based on CONN 

(Semi-)manual cluster extraction from an SOM visualization can achieve more de

tailed delineation of cluster boundaries than existing automated clusterings [5, 12, 

24, 55, 56, 57]. However, semi-manual procedures are time consuming. Therefore, 

an automated clustering of the SOM, which can extract clusters as precisely as semi-

manual procedures, is of great interest for efficient processing of today's large data 

sets. Automation of clustering can also help discover potentially important informa

tion which may be visually hidden in various representation schemes due to visual 

limitations such as screen resolution, discrimination capability of human eye. 

4.1 Current approaches for automated clustering of SOMs 

To this author's knowledge, methods proposed in previous works for clustering the 

SOM prototypes use hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods [2, 14, 58, 59, 60]. 

This is because hierarchical clustering methods can be applicable to arbitrary cluster 

shapes with appropriate criterion for cluster similarity, and they suit high-dimensional 

data which are often hard to describe with parametric models. Some methods cluster 

the SOM based on (Euclidean) distances between prototypes. For example, Vesanto 

and Alhoniemi [2] use the Davies-Bouldin index (described in Section 3.1) [42] as 

similarity criterion of the hierarchical clustering whereas Cottrell and Rousset [58] 

and Ambroise et al. [59] use the Ward's measure. Since the DBI and the Ward's 
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measure are centroid based measures, these algorithms favor spherical clusters, and 

hence provide incorrect partitionings when the data sets have clusters of various 

shapes. In addition, any algorithm solely based on the distances between prototypes 

(regardless of similarity criterion) underutilizes available SOM knowledge such as data 

topology, receptive fields, etc. The utilization of the SOM's knowledge may result in 

a better partitioning including finding the small clusters which can be important 

discovery. 

The "contingency constraint clustering" by Murtagh [60] considers SOM lattice 

neighborhood in a centroid-linkage based agglomerative hierarchical clustering. It 

is shown in [60] that this approach works well for partitioning large 4-dimensional 

astronomical data sets into a small number of clusters (3 to 8). Similarly to the 

above three methods, this algorithm favors spherical clusters. In addition, we show 

in Section 2.3.3 that neighborhood relations in the SOM (by themselves) may be 

misleading due to possible topology violations. Jain [61] considers the size of the 

receptive field sizes in an algorithm similar to that of Vesanto and Alhoniemi [2] with 

a different distance metric. It has slightly better performance than [2] for simple 

data, but it performs poorly for high-dimensional data with overlapping clusters. 

This suggests that using the size of receptive fields does not provide enough density 

resolution for detailed cluster analysis [11]. 
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4.2 Our contribution: A CONN based cluster extraction 

(SOMcluster) for SOMs 

What information does a learned SOM provide? 

A learned SOM contains several components of information that can be exploited for 

finding the natural partitions in the data. The SOM's knowledge includes: 

• the quantization prototypes, 

• neighborhood relations in the SOM grid 

• the receptive fields (RFi of the prototypes Wj), 

• neighborhood relations in the data space (through CONN), 

• a more detailed data distribution than the receptive fields (RFij, and CONN(i, j) = 

iRFijl + lRF^ 

The first three items are considered in different SOM clustering methods, whereas 

the last two, which can be represented by CONN, are unexploited for clustering the 

SOMs. (Euclidean) distances between prototypes and similarity criteria derived solely 

from those distances are commonly used to determine cluster boundaries [2, 58, 60]. 

The exploitation of the neighborhood relations in the data space and a more 

detailed data distribution by CONN; and its specific rendering on the SOM by lines 

of various widths and colors help detailed structure (cluster) identification as shown 

in Section 2.4 and in various works (for example see [12, 55]). The integration of the 

semi-manual extraction skills obtained in Section 2.4 into automated schemes, as we 

will describe in the following sections, can utilize available SOM knowledge, which in 

turn may produce both precise and automated clustering methods for the SOMs. 
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Our approach for clustering the SOM prototypes 

Similarly to the existing methods discussed in the previous section, we cluster the 

SOM prototypes by using a hierarchical agglomerative approach because of its ad

vantageous properties expressed in Section 4.1. Many hierarchical methods, either 

for clustering the SOM prototypes or for clustering the data samples, start agglomer

ating from the level where each prototype or data sample is a singleton cluster. The 

methods for clustering the SOM prototypes in Section 4.1 are of this kind. Exam

ple methods for clustering data samples directly are discussed in [62] and [63]. The 

assignment of each prototype (data sample) as a singleton cluster may cause ineffec

tive merging in the beginning (which will be agglomerated through the later merging 

levels) due to several reasons such as: 

• prototypes at the cluster boundaries and at the inner regions of clusters are 

given the same importance, 

• most similarity measures (which are used in agglomeration criteria), for example 

within-cluster metrics in Table 3.1, are ill-defined or undefined for singleton 

clusters. 

In order to overcome the issues in merging of singletons, hierarchical algorithms, 

such as [64, 65], first produce many small and tight clusters and then merge those 

tight clusters rather than starting to merge from the level of each prototype is a 

singleton. These algorithms obtain tight clusters with a similarity criterion similar 

to the criterion they used in the agglomeration process. A tight cluster is the group 

of prototypes with high similarity according to the similarity criterion used in the 

algorithm. We adopt the same approach and group prototypes into tight first-level 

clusters with our criterion based on CONN which was shown effective in previous 
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chapters. We explain our method in the following sections. 

4.2.1 First level merging of prototypes 

The success of semi-manual extraction from the CONN visualization proposed in Sec

tion 2.4 inspires us to employ a similar approach based on the ranked and thresholded 

connectivities (similarities) in order to obtain first-level grouping of the prototypes. 

For the data sets in Section 2.4 and for the applications in [12, 55], the 4-level bin

ning scheme works well for cluster analysis. The 4-level binning scheme omits any 

connections with strength less than t\ (/X4 : mean of the Ath strongest connections) 

which were shown as unimportant for boundary identification. The semi-manual ex

traction procedure from CONNvis removes those weak connections (or sometimes the 

stronger ones for high-density regions) or the ones with relatively small ranks (any 

but the strongest (red) connection). Since the first level of the automated scheme 

aims to find only tight (strongly connected) groups of prototypes, we want to keep 

connections that are the most important (relatively strongest). Therefore, similar to 

the CONNvis, we omit any connectivity strength less than //4 (t\) for the first ranking 

(strongest, red) connections. For any other (second and lower) ranks, we use a higher 

threshold since those connections have secondary or lower importance for connected

ness (similarities) of prototypes, which will be considered in the second-level merging. 

We will omit a lower ranking connection if its connectivity is less than the mean of 

the second ranking connections, ^i2 (h of CONNvis). This removal of connections 

will imitate the semi-manual exclusion of weak connections but in a more strict man

ner. The first level clusters will be groups of connected prototypes after pruning the 

CONN as follows: 

• omit the highest ranking (red) connection of each prototype if it is less than 
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yU4 ( t i ) 

• omit any lower ranking connection of each prototype which is less than //2 (h)-

4.2.2 Second level merging of prototypes 

After obtaining the first level of clusters by using the thresholds (ti,t3) we use in 

CONNvis, our algorithm consists of three steps: 

• Step 1. Select a pair of clusters Ck, Ci which have been unexamined for merging. 

• Step 2. Decide whether to merge them: If the connectivity, Conn(Ck,Ci), 

between these two clusters is above a threshold conri-thres, i.e., if they are 

strongly connected, merge the selected clusters Ck,Ci and go to Step 1. 

• Step 3. If there is (at least) a pair of clusters to be examined, go to Step 1. 

Otherwise, stop. 

The algorithm stops when Conn(Ck,Ci) between any pair of clusters Ck and C\ 

is less than connJthres. The resulting groups of prototypes at this stage are the 

extracted clusters. The important points in the algorithm are how to select the pair 

of clusters, and how to select connJhres. We discuss these issues below. 

Selecting the pair of clusters in Step 1 

We select the pair of clusters that are neighbors. Two clusters are neighbors if any 

prototype in one cluster is adjacent (connected) to a prototype in the other clus

ter. We choose a random cluster Ck and find the neighbor cluster Ci closest to Ck 

according to single linkage (minimum Euclidean distance between the closest proto

types across the clusters) between Ck and Cj. If C; is not mergeable, then another 
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Figure 4.1 : An illustration of merging two clusters based on their connectivity. As
sume we have 3 clusters A, B and C after first level grouping of 11 prototypes, labeled by 
Pi) P2, • • • ? Pn- Merging of A and B will be decided by the connection between p$ and pe and 
the receptive fields of ps and PQ since this connection is the only connection across A and 
B. They will be merged if Conn(A,B) = CONN(p5,p6) > (RFP5/nP5 + RFP6/nPe) where 
nP5(= 3) and nP6(= 4) are numbers of important neighbors (connections) of respective proto
types. The connectivity across B and C is Conn(B,C) = CONN{pe,pg)-\-CONN(p8,pw). 
B and C are merged if Conn(B,C) > (RFP6/nPs + RFpg/npg + i2Fpg/nP8 + RFpi0/nPl0). 
A and C will not be considered for merging since they are not neighbors, i.e., there is no 
connection across prototypes of A and C. 

cluster neighbor to Ck is selected until all neighbors of Ck are examined. Therefore, 

a cluster can be merged only to its neighbors starting from the closest one, and if 

they are strongly connected, i.e., if Conn(Ck,Ci) > connJhres. By this way, the 

knowledge of Euclidean distances of quantization prototypes and the knowledge of 

the connectivity strengths are combined. 

Determining the connectivity threshold in Step 2 

We decide whether two clusters Ck and C\ should be merged based on the connec

tivity strengths of the prototypes at their boundary, i.e., those prototypes that have 

connections across these two clusters. When a pair of clusters, (Ck, C;), is considered 

for merging, our criterion is that the sum of the connectivity strengths across clusters 

should be larger than the average strength of all connections of the corresponding 
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prototypes. That is, the total connectivity between the two clusters, Conn(Ck,Ci) 

(eq. 3.5), is compared to the average connectivity, connJhres, where 

• n p . ^ FtF-
connJhres = J ^ { — - for wt EPk,i} + ] P { — - • for Wj G P/,fc} (4.1) 

Flq, tbi 
1 3 

ni,nj stand for the number of "important" neighbors of the prototypes Wi, Wj respec

tively, and Pk,i is the set of prototypes in Ck that have connections to any prototype 

in Q, as defined in eq. 3.5. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Equation 4.1 provides a 

unique threshold for any pair of clusters. 

Ideally, the important neighbors of a prototype Wi can be denned byte's neighbors 

in the data space (prototypes connected to w^ in the induced Delaunay triangulation). 

However, for complicated data, the number of u>j's neighbors in the data space often 

becomes large due to noise or other characteristics of the data. For example, we show 

in Figure 2.6.(a-c) that the maximum number of neighbors in data space is 16 for our 

relatively simple, 20-class, 6-d synthetic data (where a 128 x 128 pixel image is mapped 

to a 20 x 20 SOM); 29 for our complicated 8-d data (512 x 512 pixel image mapped to 

a 40 x 40 SOM); and as high as 51 for our hyperspectral (194-d) data (614 x 420 pixel 

image mapped to 40 x 40 SOM). Large n̂  value produces small connJhres which 

results in excessive merging. We may help this by excluding a number of neighbors 

from the calculation of n̂  recognizing that lower ranking neighbors usually have weak 

connectivity to w^. In fact, we showed that beyond 4-8 neighbors, the connectivity 

strengths drop sharply (Figure 2.6.(d-f)) [11]. This translates into using the number 

of immediate SOM neighbors as n». However, this in turn generates the same n% = n 

for every prototype, regardless of the number of neighbors in the data space. Based 

on the connectivity statistics and SOM grid structure, we define combination 

of SOM grid neighbors and data neighbors as follows: 
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Figure 4.2 : Automated clustering of the 20-class data, (a) CONN visualization of the 
20-class data, (b) First level grouping of clusters, i.e. keeping any first ranking connection 
if its strength is greater than t\ = 6 and any lower ranking connection if its strength is 
greater than £3 = 25. (*i and £3 are calculated from data statistics, Figure 2.6.a). Most 
of the clusters are already outlined, (c) The resulting clusters. All 20 clusters including 
rare ones are captured. Note that cluster E (light yellow in the middle left of the SOM) is 
extracted as two clusters (light yellow and purple) due to two groups that are connected 
relatively strongly within themselves but weakly across each other (shown in Figure 4.2.a). 
The weakly connected prototypes at the cluster boundaries (which were also clearly outlined 
in the mU-mat in Figure 2.9) are found as separate clusters (outliers in this case) since they 
are distinct from any other cluster. 

4 rij < 4 rij : number of neighbors in data space 

•Tk = < rij 4 < rij < 8 (4.2) 

8 n7- > 8 

We now analyze experimental results of this new algorithm on our synthetic 20-

class data, 8-d real data and 194-d real data. 
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4.3 Experimental results for SOMcluster 

4.3.1 Clustering of 20-class synthetic data 

Our data set is the 6-d, 128 x 128 pixel image, which is described in Section 2.4.1. 

There are 20 classes and a 20 x 20 SOM is used for obtaining the prototypes. We first 

prune the CONN (Figure 4.2.a) with thresholds /x4 = 6 for first ranking, and /x2 = 25 

for any other ranking connections. Figure 4.2.b shows this pruned CONN, where 

connected prototypes indicate first level clusters. (The line widths are not binned in 

this figure because it aims to show discontinuities among prototypes which identifies 

first level clusters) The clusters extracted by this first level of grouping is more than 

the natural 20 classes. These clusters are then merged by the second level merg

ing with the above-mentioned 3-step algorithm. The resulting clusters, Figure 4.2.c, 

include all 20 known classes with weakly connected prototypes at the cluster bound

aries as different clusters (outliers in this case). One cluster at the left middle of the 

SOM, E (light yellow), is split into two subclusters (light yellow and purple) which 

are strongly connected within themselves but are weakly connected to each other 

as shown by the connections outlined by the dashed rectangle in the middle left of 

Figure 4.2.a. When the signatures of these two subclusters are analyzed (Table 4.1), 

the existing slight difference due to additive noise can be seen. The significance of 

such subcluster structures with slight differences depends on the application and on 

the user's judgment. Capture of such differences may bring attention to any possible 

structural variations. 
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Table 4.1 : Comparison of mean signatures (spectra) of E and its subclusters extracted by 
SOMcluster 

Cluster 

E (known) 

El (SOMcluster) 

E2 (SOMcluster) 

DN (Data number) values in bands 1 to 6 

21 

21.4 

20.3 

42 

41.2 

43.4 

84 

83.8 

84.2 

126 

125.4 

126.9 

168 

167.6 

168.5 

210 

210.4 

209.3 

4.3.2 Clustering of 8-d Ocean City data with SOMcluster 

We described our 8-d Ocean City data, an 512x512 pixel remote-sensing image of an 

urban city, in Section 2.4.2. We recall here that this is a fairly complicated data with 

many clusters of varying statistics [12]. Our semi-manual clustering from CONNvis, 

which is explained thoroughly in Section 2.4.2 and also shown in Figure 4.4.a, extracts 

28 clusters. 

We obtain the first level clusters by omitting the first ranking (strongest) con

nection of each prototype if its strength is less than /X4 = 35 and any other ranking 

connection if its strength is less than yu2 = 78. (/i4, //2 are calculated from connection 

statistics shown in Figure 2.6.b.) Figure 4.3.a shows the resulting clusters after this 

step. We use two different sets of n̂  (n̂  is i. the number of neighbors in data space 

and ii. calculated according to equation 4.2) and show the extracted clusters overlain 

on the SOM in Figure 4.3.b-d and on the image in Figure 4.4.b-d. 

Figure 4.4.b shows the extracted clusters when n* is the number of neighbors in 

the data space. There is a high resemblance between this cluster map and the semi-

manual one in Figure 4.4.a. Different types of roof materials (A, B, C, D, E), paved 

roads (G, magenta), reflective paint on the road (X), water canals (R, turquoise) and 
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private docks around houses (T, flesh-colored pink) can be captured by SOMcluster. 

Cluster j (a subcluster of A, which is extracted only by CONNvis), which probably 

stands for a different or newer paving, is extracted (hot pink regions outlined by black 

and white rectangles). The formerly identified small clusters (C, V, a and g), outlined 

by the white ovals, can also be captured by SOMcluster. Some clusters extracted 

semi-manually (Figure 4.4.a) with similar spectra are extracted as superclusters in 

this automated scheme because n '̂s are large for their prototypes. For example ocean 

(I, blue) and bays (J, median blue) are found as one cluster I (blue); vegetation classes 

N, O and L are extracted as O; c and X are identified as X. 

Figure 4.4.c shows the extracted clusters when rii is calculated as in equation 4.2. 

This clustering produces a detailed cluster structure and is as successful as the semi-

manual clustering except for the bays (J) and canals (R). Most clusters including 

the small clusters (C, V, a, g), the cluster j and the cluster c, which are outlined 

by white ellipses, rectangles and red ellipses, respectively, can be captured by this 

SOMcluster. In order to show the similarity of the two clusterings (semi-manual one 

in Figure 4.4.a and SOMcluster in Figure 4.4.c), we compare some selected clusters in 

Figure 4.5. These are the clusters except water, vegetation, road and marshlands. The 

strong similarity between the two cluster maps indicates that any details extracted 

by semi-manual process can be captured by this SOMcluster. One observation is 

that clusters A and B extracted from CONNvis are partitioned into subclusters that 

are spatially coherent. Cluster A (red areas in Figure 4.5.a) is partitioned into A 

(red areas in Figure 4.5.b, which covers roof of houses) and Y (areas within white 

ellipses in Figure 4.5.b, which appears at the roof of tall buildings) by SOMcluster. 

The mean signature (spectrum) of A extracted from CONNvis is the average of its 

subclusters A and Y (Figure 4.5.c). However, their signatures only slightly differ, 
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Figure 4.3 : Extracted clusters of Ocean City shown on the SOM. Clusters are color coded 
according to the color wedge in Figure 4.4. (a) First level grouping of clusters, i.e., keeping 
any first ranking connection if its strength is over [14 and any lower ranking connection if 
its strength is over /i2- (b) The SOMcluster clusters when rn is the number of neighbors in 
the data space, (c) The SOMcluster clusters when nj is calculated according to eq. 4.2. (d) 
Merging of clusters in (c) using their spatial relations in the data space. See Figure 4.4 for 
the extracted clusters in the image. 
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Figure 4.4 : Comparison of semi-manual and automated clusterings of the OC data, (a) 
Clusters extracted semi-manually from CONN visualization. Ovals and rectangles indicate 
some details explained in Section 2.4.2. (See Section 2.4.2 for details), (b) Clusters extracted 
with SOMcluster when rii is number of neighbors in the data space, (c) The extracted 
SOMcluster clusters when n, is number of neighbors in the data space bounded with [4,8] 
as in eq. 4.2. (d) Merging of clusters in (c) using their spatial relations in the data space. 
For detailed comparison of these cluster maps, see Section 4.3.2. 
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Figure 4.5 : Comparison of selected clusters from Figure 4.4 (a) Clusters extracted semi-
manually from CONN visualization, (b) Clusters from SOMcluster when rn is calculated 
according to eq. 4.2. Subcluster Y of A, outlined by ellipses, appears at the roof of tall 
buildings whereas A appears at the roof of houses. Example regions for the subclusters B 
and k of B are outlined by rectangles. Subclusters A, Y, B and k are spatially coherent. 
Cluster B is mostly the group of pink buildings (apartments) within the white rectangle 
whereas k covers the houses in the yellow rectangles, (c) Comparison of cluster signatures of 
A (CONNvis) with SOMcluster subclusters A and Y. (d) Comparison of cluster signatures 
of B (CONNvis) with its SOMcluster subclusters B and k. 
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which may indicate that A and Y should be in the same cluster. Cluster B (concrete 

roof, some regions of which are outlined with white rectangles in Figure 4.5.a) of 

CONNvis is partitioned into B (light pink buildings, outlined with white rectangles 

in Figure 4.5.b, an apartment site) and k (dark pink buildings, outlined with yellow 

rectangles in Figure 4.5.b, which are houses) by SOMcluster. The mean signature of 

B extracted from CONNvis is the average of its subclusters B and k (Figure 4.5.d). 

Subclusters B and k may indicate the age of the concrete roof, k being a newer concrete 

or a new patch in the roof. Providing such details about the data structure may help 

discover any distinct patterns, the significance of which can then be evaluated by the 

user. 

SOMcluster in Figure 4.4.c partitions bays (J) and canals (R) into many subclus

ters due to variations within those regions. These variations can be explained by 

mixing of various materials with the water due to closeness to the buildings. While 

clustering those regions semi-manually, we considered their spatial relations in the 

image and merged them into their corresponding cluster J or R. However, the au

tomated scheme extracts them as separate clusters and leaves the interpretation to 

the user. By merging subclusters of ocean, bays, water canals and vegetation in Fig

ure 4.4.c with the help of their spatial relations in the image, we obtain the cluster 

map in Figure 4.4.d. This provides a clustering almost the same as the semi-manual 

one in Figure 4.4.a. 

4.3.3 Clustering of LCVF 

This section shows the performance of SOMcluster for clustering a 194-d hyperspectral 

image of Lunar Crater Volcanic Field (LCVF) described in Section 2.4.3. We also 

showed in the same section that a more precise partitioning can be achieved with 
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Figure 4.6 : Extracted clusters of 194-d LCVF data shown on the SOM. (a) First level 
grouping of clusters, i.e. keeping the first ranking connections whose strengths are over 
ii and any other ranking connections whose strengths are over £3. (b) The SOMcluster 
clusters with n, is number of neighbors in the data space bounded with [4,8] (eq. 4.2). (c) 
Merging of clusters in (b) using their spatial relations, (d) Clusters extracted from CONNvis 
(Section 2.4.3). See Figure 4.7 for the extracted clusters in the image. 
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Figure 4.7 : Comparison of semi-manual and automated clusterings of the OC data. Top: 
Clusters extracted semi-manually from CONN visualization. (See Section 2.4.3 for details). 
Bottom: Clusters extracted with SOMcluster when rij is calculated by eq. 4.2. For detailed 
comparison of these cluster maps, see Section 4.3.3. 
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Figure 4.8 : Comparison of the signatures for some selected clusters from Figure 4.7 (a) 
Comparison of mean signatures of Y, L (CONNvis) with L's subcluster c (extracted by 
SOMcluster). (b) Comparison of mean signatures and envelopes of N, O, and V (CONNvis). 

CONNvis than with mil-matrix. We cluster the same 40 x 40 SOM (after eight 

million learning steps) of the 194-d 614 x 420 pixel image with SOMcluster. We 

compare clusters extracted semi-manually and by SOMcluster in Figure 4.7. The 

very first observation is that many details captured by the semi-manual process can 

be captured by SOMcluster. Most clusters including small ones such as different types 

of wet playa (T, Q, R, m), the Wall (prominent NE-SW trending scarp, G), basalt 

cobbles (K) around dry lake are found. One striking difference is that SOMcluster 

captures the dry wash clusters (N, O, V, P) as one cluster N. This is because those 

clusters are highly overlapping, which is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 by their similar 

signatures and almost fully overlapping envelopes (minimum and maximum values in 

each band). It is also verified by having strong connection(s) among prototypes of 

their clusters (Figure 2.17). In order to extract structures in such highly overlapping 

i • • • i • • • i • • • • i • • • i 
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high-density regions, (for example extraction of N, O, V and P as separate clusters), 

higher thresholds which can be obtained by local statistics of connections may help. 

Another difference between semi-manual and SOMcluster results is some clusters 

are partitioned into subclusters due to the structural varitions within those clusters. 

One example is a ferric oxide soil cluster (L) which is captured by SOMcluster as 

several subclusters. One of those substructures (c) are outlined with a yellow circle 

in Figure 4.7. It is seen that even though c is assigned as a part of L from CONNvis, 

L and c are spatially coherent and their signatures (Figure 4.8.a) are different enough 

to be considered them statistically distinct substructures. Figure 4.8.a indicates that 

cluster c may be a variant of Y (a volcanic cinder cluster). Similarly cluster b (light 

turquoise at the bottom right corner of the image in Figure 4.7, Top, and at top right 

corner in the SOM Figure 4.6) is partitioned into two, and cluster H (alluvial material) 

into a few subpartitions. Based on knowledge of spatial relations of the subclusters, 

we merge them into their parent clusters L, b and H, as shown in Figure 4.6.C which 

is very similar to the semi-manual clusters in Figure 4.6.d. 

We want to conclude this section by indicating that clustering is application depen

dent and hence details of interest about the data structure may differ. For example, in 

one application we may want to merge all different soil types into one soil cluster while 

keeping any rock types, even with slight differences, as different partitions; or vice 

versa in another application. In order not to miss any important structural variations, 

SOMcluster provides details as long as those are not part of highly-overlapping high-

density regions so that user can judge which clusters to merge or to keep according 

to the application. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and future directions 

Explanatory knowledge representation either by visualization or by automated clus

tering provides insights for intrinsic details of a data structure. Visualization methods 

take advantage of the human intelligence and perception to identify clusters while au

tomated clustering methods extract them according to a validity criterion. However, 

available methods that perform well for simple data may often be unsuccessful for 

high-dimensional complicated data sets with clusters of varying statistics such as dif

ferent shapes, sizes, inhomogeneous data distribution. The use of Self-Organizing 

Maps (SOMs) is a powerful method for analysis of such high-dimensional data sets. 

SOMs produce quantization prototypes (distributed on a 2-d rigid lattice) which can 

be grouped into clusters by visual inspections of (dis)similarities or by automated 

clustering schemes. However, existing approaches for precise extraction of cluster 

boundaries in high-dimensional and large data sets through informative representa

tions of the SOMs knowledge have only partial solutions. With our three objectives 

in this work, which exploit knowledge of SOMs, we aim at identification of natural 

clusters in high-dimensional data sets. We can achieve our objectives by consider

ing the data topology, an underutilized component of the SOM's knowledge, through 

"connectivity matrix", CONN. 
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CONNvis: A new SOM visualization scheme for detailed clustering 

We defined a new measure, connectivity, for the similarity of SOM prototypes. It 

integrates data distribution into the customary Delaunay triangulation which, when 

displayed on the SOM grid, enables 2-d visualization of the manifold structure re

gardless of the data dimensionality. We are not aware that other existing SOM visu

alizations have this capability for large data sets. This representation enables more 

detailed detection of manifold structures than the ones which work solely with proto

type distances or those that are limited to low dimensions. An additional contribution 

is that the binning scheme for connectivity used in CONN visualization which, as 

we demonstrated, allows fairly sophisticated cluster capture, is automatically derived 

from internal data characteristics. This makes the CONN matrix (divorced from 

visualization) suitable for automation of cluster extraction. Our CONN visualiza

tion is also unique among SOM representations in that it shows both forward and 

backward topology violations on the SOM grid. This allows the assessment of the 

quality of SOM learning, data complexity, and dimensionality match between the 

data manifold and the SOM, and thus helps decide whether correct data mining is 

possible or a new SOM learning or modification of the grid structure is necessary. 

An unresolved issue with this representation and its use in cluster capture is that 

the binning scheme, defined globally in Section 2.4, may be ineffective for extraction 

of overlapping clusters in high-density regions of the data sets. This is because the 

global scheme gathers all connectivity strengths of prototypes in high density regions 

of the SOM into the largest bin. That results in hiding the underlying (sub)cluster 

structures in those regions. One way to overcome this problem, at least in an interac

tive regime, may be a region-based binning by using local statistics of the connectivity 

strengths within subregions of the SOM. For example, one could calculate the means, 
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//j, separately for user-defined subregions of different connectivity densities. 

Conn Jndex: A new cluster validity for meaningful evaluation of cluster 

validity 

A careful and systematic analysis based on the CONN matrix and its visualization 

on the SOM inspires a validity criterion, Conn-Index, which can help in denning 

boundaries of clusters effectively. ConnJndex, our proposed validity index for pro

totype based clustering algorithms, depends on the data topology on the prototype 

level. Its components intra-cluster and inter-cluster connectivities (IntraJJonn and 

Inter JJonn, respectively) reflect the cluster validity in terms of the neighborhood re

lations of the prototypes and the local data distribution within their receptive fields 

rather than in terms of the prototype distances. This makes ConnJndex applica

ble for validity evaluation of clustering results for data sets with clusters of different 

shapes or sizes, or with overlapping clusters. 

The bounded nature of ConnJndex and its components (all are in (0,1]) ex

presses the degree of overlap between clusters, ConnJndex = 1 indicating com

plete separation. The degree of overlap (similarity) of the clusters is measured by 

Inter.Conn through the connections (local density distribution) of the prototypes at 

the cluster boundaries. A greater Inter JConn indicates a higher overlap. Relatively 

high Inter JConn can also be an indicator of incorrect delineation of the bound

aries, which provides guidance for better extraction of clusters by examining the 

Inter JJonn(Ck, Ci) values between all pairs of clusters. 

An interesting open problem is how to compare clusterings produced by different 

methods that can leave some prototypes unclustered. For example, in the semi-

manual clustering we described in this paper, some prototypes remain unclustered 
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because of uncertainty on the part of the analyst based on (limited) visualization. 

Automated methods can also produce unclustered prototypes with various threshold 

(or parameter) settings. The number of unclustered prototypes can vary based on 

the decision of the analyst or the threshold settings in an automated procedure. In 

such situation, it is unclear how useful existing cluster validity indices can be. The 

construction of Inter JJonn (which depends on the connections of the prototypes at 

the cluster boundaries) and IntraJConn (which depends on the connections of all 

prototypes within the cluster) makes Conn Judex useful in meaningful assessment of 

cluster validity under such circumstances. 

Our experiments for the evaluation of ConnJndex have shown that Conn-Index 

measures the validity of partitions in a more meaningful way with respect to the true 

partitions in the data set than some of the popular indices examined in this study. 

This supports the use of ConnJndex as a decision criterion in hierarchical clustering 

of the prototypes for obtaining a partitioning similar to the natural structures in the 

data set. 

SOMcluster: An automated scheme for clustering the SOM prototypes 

The success of the CONN visualization for precise but semi-manual clustering of 

SOM prototypes and the effective evaluation of the quality of clusters with ConnJndex 

motivate the use of similar criteria for an automated clustering scheme. Our auto

mated scheme is a two-level process, where the first level produces many tight clusters 

which have strong intra-cluster similarities (connectivities) and the second level is an 

agglomerative hierarchical merging according to inter-cluster and intra-cluster simi

larities. All parameters within the algorithm are calculated from data statistics and 

it is not necessary to define the number of clusters a priori. Some parameters such as 
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the number of important neighbors (n̂  in equation 4.2) and the thresholds ([14, /x2) 

in first-level merging of SOMcluster can be set differently (but still from the internal 

data statistics) according to the complexity of the data set which may be intuitively 

estimated from CONNvis. We show that the clusters extracted by this automated 

scheme can find same or very similar details of the data structure that can be found 

by the semi-manual cluster extraction methods. 

One open problem is that the first-level clustering, which depends on a globally 

defined binning scheme of connectivities in Section 2.4, may obscure some clusters in 

high-density regions of data sets. This is because the global scheme assigns one bin 

for all connectivity strengths of prototypes in high density regions. This assignment 

of one bin results in merging of prototypes in those regions into one supercluster of 

clusters that naturally exist there. As it is stated above, one way to overcome this 

problem may be to consider those high-density regions separately and using a local 

region-based binning. This may be done by further evaluation of connections of those 

extracted clusters with high densities (which can be found by thresholding the sizes 

of the receptive fields) by the local binning. 

Another open issue, which is rather related to unsupervised clustering in general, 

is that in what detail the clusters will be extracted. The detail of interest is heavily 

dependent on the application. For example, in an urban area, one might be interested 

in only locations of vegetation, roads and buildings; one might be interested in types 

of roof materials; one might be interested in pavings with different ages of asphalt; or 

one might be interested in types of vegetation or different species of deciduous trees. 

All these examples require a different level of detail. By our automated method, we 

aim to show any structural variations within the data set so that the user can decide 

which structural variations are of his/her interests and merge any other subcluster 
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variation into their parent cluster (for example one might keep different roof materials 

as separate clusters and might merge all types of vegetation into one vegetation 

cluster). Our method may capture details in the data set but also may produce 

many subcluster structures. In our applications for remote sensing spectral images, 

the spatial relations of those subcluster structures in the data space (which were 

also consistent with the spatial relations on the SOM) help us merge them into their 

corresponding cluster. 

Finally, we point out that we present our work in the context of SOM prototypes, 

however, the connectivity matrix CONN is applicable to prototypes obtained by any 

quantization process since the knowledge represented by CONN is independent of 

visualization and of SOMs. Similarly, the construction of Conn-Index is not spe

cific to SOM prototypes and therefore Conn-Index can be applicable to prototypes 

produced by any other vector quantization algorithm. It can be integrated into sim

ilarity measures in any prototype-based clustering algorithm in addition to the more 

customary distance based similarity measures. 
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Publications of the Author 

• K. Ta§demir and E. Merenyi, "Exploiting data topology in visualization and 

clustering of Self-Organizing Maps", under revision, IEEE Transactions on 

Neural Networks, December 2007. 

• E. Merenyi, K. Ta§demir and W. Farrand, "Intelligent information extraction 

to aid science decision making in autonomous space exploration", invited paper, 

SPIE Conference on Space Exploration Technologies, Orlando, March 17-20, 

2008. 

• K. Ta§demir and E. Merenyi, "A new cluster validity index for prototype 

based clustering algorithms based on inter- and intra-cluster density", In Proc. 

International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN 2007), Orlando, 

Florida, USA, August 12-17, IEEE Catalog number 07CH37922C, 2007. 

• E. Merenyi, B. Csatho, and K. Ta§demir, "Knowledge discovery in urban en

vironments from fused multi-dimensional imagery", invited paper, In Proc. ^.th 

IEEE GRSS/ISPRS Joint Workshop on Remote Sensing and Data Fusion over 

Urban Areas(URBAN 2007) (P. Gamba andM. Crawford, Eds.) Paris, France, 

11-13 April 2007, IEEE Catalog number 07EX1577, 2007. 

• E. Merenyi, L. Zhang, and K Ta§demir, "Min(d)ing the small details: discovery 

of critical knowledge through precision manifold learning and application to on-
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board decision support", In Proc. IEEE Intl Conference on Systems of Systems 

Engineering (IEEE SoSE 2007), San Antonio, TX, April 16-18, 20007, IEEE 

Catalog number 07EX1758, 2007. 

• K. Ta§demir and E. Merenyi, "Data topology visualization for the Self-Organizing 

Map", In Proc. of 14th European Symposium on Artificial Neural Networks 

(ESANN 2006), Bruges, Belgium, D-Facto, April 26-28, pp. 277-282, 2006. 

• K. Ta§demir and E.Merenyi, "Considering topology in clustering of Self-Organizing 

Maps", In Proc. 5th Workshop on Self-Organizing Maps (WSOM05), Paris, 

France, September 5-8, 2005, pp. 439-446, 2005. 

In Preparation 

• K. Ta§demir and E. Merenyi, "Evaluation of cluster validity based on data topol

ogy for prototype based clustering algorithms". In preparation for submission 

to IEEE Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 

• K. Ta§demir and E. Merenyi, "Precise cluster analysis in hyperspectral im

agery through advanced visualization", In preparation for submission to Pattern 

Recognition, Special Issue on Interactive Imaging and Vision. 
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